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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate and identify communication practices that affect 
incarcerated individuals and their families, specifically focusing on emotions and family 
communication patterns. Statistics show that there is a need for this type of research into support 
for loved ones of incarcerated individuals. This thesis then identifies Lhe uses uf Lheory and 
concepts related to family communication, emotions, and identity. The thesis also provides an 
overview of previous research on communication and incarceration, including interdisciplinary 
research crossing into sociology, as well as social interaction, family studies and more. In 
conclusion, the thesis argues that prisonization is a concept that impacts more than just the 
incarcerated individual, but impacts the family as well. This thesis offers the resource guide and 
resource booklet to assist families on how to raise awareness of interpersonal communicative 
challenges associated with incarceration. 
Keywords: communication, family communication, prisonization, identity, emotion 
management 
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Support for Friends and Family Members of Incarcerated Individuals 
The point of this project is to help service providers and loved ones of incarcerated 
individuals develop a better understanding of how incarceration influences aspects of family 
communication patterns. Incarcerated individuals and their families often face more barriers to 
communication than most; however, communication is still a necessary aspect of their lives. 
According to Pyfer and Lee (2000) "the want and need to be connected or supported by other 
people for meeting our social, emotional, intellectual, physical and spiritual needs is present in 
each of us. Some express more openly and with words while others may be more unexpressive or 
display the want and need to be connected in a different manner" (p. 3). Interpersonal 
relationships can help the loved ones of incarcerated individuals deal with the challenges that 
come with imprisonment. Unfortunately, many families do not get advice on how to handle the 
stresses of incarceration. 
It's important for families of incarcerated individuals to have an understanding of 
concepts related to emotions and communication. Regrettably, families don't always have the 
same type of support structures to help them cope with the stress of having a loved one 
incarcerated. They commented "there are many parents who have not had the benefit of privilege 
where respect was shown and family skills were learned" (Lee & Pyfer, 2000, p. 3). When 
dealing with an incarcerated loved one, it may seem that achieving a supportive, empathetic, well 
communicating family life is an unreachable goal. But some basic knowledge of concepts and 
tips related to emotion, family communication patterns, and communication competence can 
provide at least some assistance. 
Recent statistics show that there is a need for communicative support toward loved ones 
of incarcerated individuals. Hairston (2007) describes "more than 2.7 million children in the U.S. 
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have an incarcerated parent; that is 1 in 28 children. Parental incarceration is now recognized as 
an adverse childhood experience" (p. 1). Mass imprisonment has failed to reduce crime and 
poverty and has undermined America's most fundamental values of liberty and equality. 
Emphasizing the worst patterns of racial discrimination, the population of the nation's 
overflowing prisons is more than half black or Hispanic. At the beginning of 2016, "8% of nun-
Hispanic white males in state and federal prison were ages 18 to 24, compared to almost 14% of 
non-Hispanic black males and 13% of Hispanic males" (U.S. Department of Justice, 2016). 
Although statistics show that the demographics of the prison system is disproportionate, I intend 
to address all ethnic backgrounds with this thesis. The purpose of this study would be to provide 
communication skills for families dealing with incarcerated loved ones regardless of 
demographics. 
The aftermath of imprisonment for loved ones is emotional cutoff, so understanding more 
about emotions is important. For example, a father that is extremely open and close with his 
daughter before incarceration may not be as open after. At a minimum I need to specify which 
family types are targeted in this study; for purposes of getting the most out of the gathered 
information the family types will be applicable to all races. 
I decided to pursue this topic because I currently have an older brother that is 
incarcerated and will continue to be for the next 15 years. I have seen my own family impacted 
in both positive and negative ways; it was positive because it forced my family to communicate 
more and support one another, and it was negative because it forced the removal of a loved 
family member without warning. The impact incarceration has affects those involved on both an 
individual/singular and group/holistic level. It has a ripple effect. Yet, with proper skills the 
situation can be handled much better. In my case, it has been about eight years into the 
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sentencing and my brother has not lost any communication with my family. We all still see him 
face-to-face, write him letters, and talk on the phone as if there was no conviction. However, this 
is not the case for all families. This thesis aims to present a structured communicative resource 
guide to benefit individuals who, like me, are connected to the prison system. 
Literature Review 
This section contains an overview of previous research on communication and 
incarceration, which includes interdisciplinary research crossing into sociology as well as social 
interaction, family studies, and more. I am extending and adding to this existing research by 
drawing in on theory and concepts related to family communication, emotions, and identity. 
Family 
While a family member is being incarcerated it is almost as if the whole family is 
penalized for one individuals' actions. This separation from the normal/traditional family 
communication patterns causes stress on any interaction or form of communication. Often times, 
inmates who been institutionalized for long periods of time have trouble communicating with 
their families because they become to acclimated to prison life. McKendy (2006) argues "it is not 
difficult to find evidence of dysfunctional thought patterns among inmates. There are times when 
a speaker has something he wishes to convey, but is constrained from saying it in a forthright 
manner, resorting instead to what linguistics call 'indirection"' (p. 473). Families must be aware 
of these changes in communication patterns in order to prepare for situations where the 
incarcerated loved one may be more unresponsive. The indirection in how an incarcerated family 
member may communicate might have other family members struggling to read in between the 
lines and truly understand what their loved one is saying. 
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Family systems, family communication patterns, and family structures will follow in this 
section to cover all relevant family communication areas. Fitzpatrick and Caughlin (2002) state 
"people are social beings. From the moment a person is born, he or she exists in relationship to 
others, learning and developing through interaction primarily with significant family members. 
The centrality and significance of family communication for human beings is indisputable" (p. 
727). Family systems that follow western ideologies typically raise children to be independent, 
which is reflective of the individualistic nature of western society. These statements seem to be 
in contradiction with each other but with further explanation will be operationalized. Individuals 
usually are close with their own families yet these are the very individuals that help and assist 
you to becoming a self-reliant and productive person. As for those unfortunate times when we 
lose a person like that it can have a major impact and affect how the family communicates. 
When a parent is incarcerated it can upset the balance of adolescence because they lose a 
part of the family system that teaches them right from wrong. The child may see that being 
institutionalized is normal and begin to act out accordingly. Structure provided by parents is truly 
irreplaceable, and when it becomes distorted it is difficult to return back to the status quo without 
negative repercussions. Cox and Paley (1997) suggested "the family is a child' s first life space 
and place of socialization, constitutes a veritable relational environment with all the qualities of a 
system" (p. 10). The family system is an organized whole with interdependent components and a 
hierarchical structure from which children first learn their rights from wrongs. 
Bowen's research on familial relationships support my main argument that incarceration is 
difficult on various family types. The eight interlocking concepts are as follows: 
• Differentiation of Self- States while social groups are important the family has the primary 
impact of developing a sense of self 
• Triangles- Three-person relationship that can stabilize a two-person system experiencing 
anxiety 
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• Nuclear Family Emotional System- Four basic patterns of emotional functioning in a 
single generation 
• Family Projection Process- Primary process where parents pass along their emotional 
problems 
• Multigenerational Transmission Process- States the family projection process continues 
through multiple generations 
• Emotional Cutoff- States family members unable to reduce or manage their unresolved 
emotional issues 
• Sibling Position- Profile for each position in a functioning family 
• Societal Emotional Process- States that society parallels anxiety of stress on the family 
(Bowen 1978). 
These are the fundamental variables to understanding the depth and overall make up of 
family systems in the communications field. Although Bowen's contributions revolutionized 
family systems theory, his work alone would not have advanced the field without the help of 
others. 
8 
Families are unique and fluid to the point that it is hard to find two families that have the 
exact same practices and communication patterns. An interactional perspective is often used to 
define family, but Fitzpatrick advanced this perspective and included the cognitive application to 
propose a new family communication theory. Fitzpatrick and Ritchie (1994) said "the key is this 
relationship between the cognitive and interaction assists family members in deriving meaning. 
These meanings are in part shared among the family members and communicated with openness 
and acceptance" (p. 565). Seeing that incarceration of a family member is something that impacts 
the system as a whole and is a very specific interaction amongst the family, it can be beneficial 
for families to know that communication needs openness. However, there is a need for more 
information regarding family structure. 
Incarceration affects black and Hispanic families differently than white-families; this is 
possibly due to western notions of how to be a family? Family structures in western societies are 
divided into generations such as great-grandparents, grandparents, parents, and children. Van 
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Dyke (2007) stressed "membership in a generation contributes to social identity, or sense of self. 
Social identity theory explains that individuals define themselves in terms of their social group 
memberships and that group-defined self-perception produces psychologically distinctive effects 
in social behavior" (p. 20). When individuals understand the notion of in-group membership, 
they can begin to see how it directly affects their everyday lives. For example, the baby boomer 
generation is a socially constructed concept in reference to the many children who were born 
directly after American soldiers came back from WWII. 
No matter which individual is directly impacted by a loved one being incarcerated, the 
whole family will be affected. Kristin Turney took a closer look into the quality of relationships 
between couples who remain together during and after one partner's incarceration. She coined 
the key term family stress theory, which refers to the theory that stressful events generate 
transformations to family systems. The value of this would be how it ties to family 
communication patterns regardless of family orientation. 
Families tend to communicate amongst themselves in various ways, which results in 
patterns forming over time. Koerner and Fitzpatrick (2002) believed the family communication 
patterns (FCP) theory, which "focuses on the ways in which individuals perceive their 
communication with other family members" (p. 71). Family communication patterns are internal 
working models, defined by Fitzpatrick and Ritchie (1994) "knowledge structures that represent 
the external world of the family and provide a basis for interpreting what other family members 
do" (p.113). The ways in which families communicate in their system can be particularly 
impactful for incarcerated individuals. When dealing with a family members incarceration, it is 
important to keep the incarcerated individual up to date on current issues outside of the prison. 
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While incarcerated, the loved one may reflect back on how their family communication patterns 
were positive or negative, which will affect them inside. 
Conversation orientation refers to how open communication is within families. 
Koerner and Fitzpatrick (2006) revealed that the "FCP argues that the breadth/depth of 
conversation topics varies depending on a family's conversation orientation. When a family is 
high in conversation orientation, members are more open about their feelings and opinions. 
When a family is low in conversation, members tend to engage in conversation about more 
superficial topics and there is less exchange of private thoughts / feelings" (p. 55). The more 
positively reinforced communication in a family system, the more likely that family system is to 
have a concrete support system. The quality of what is being communicated matters greatly and 
can be predictive of whether the relationship will be maintained or lost. The more capable of 
open and positive communication an individual can provide, the better the chance an 
incarcerated individual has at maintaining positive FCP. I use a majority of this information to 
help set up and create a section in my family communication guide as well as the booklet. 
Family support helps maintain relationships; this is certainly true when one has a loved 
family member who is incarcerated. The chemistry of the family is the difference between 
positive and negative family communication patterns. Koerner and Fitzpatrick (2006) granted 
"conformity orientation refers to the extent to which communication reflects obedience to the 
family's hierarchy. The FCP framework assumes that families vary in the extent to which their 
communicative behaviors stress uniformity of beliefs and attitudes" (p. 56). They go on to say, 
"when family communication is high in conformity, members tend to avoid conflict and stress 
harmony and interdependence within the family. When communication is characterized by low 
conformity, individuals promote autonomy from the family and are more willing to express 
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disagreement with the viewpoints of other family members" (p. 65). Conformity is an important 
variable in family systems with incarcerated individuals because it is connected to how 
interactions are handled inside. Conformity refers to the family hierarchy and obedience 
reflected through communicative interactions. 
Emotions 
Covering such things as emotional display rules, loneliness, and love will follow in this 
section to properly demonstrate the full scope of what has already been produced. Understanding 
that primary emotions are shared is important for the loved ones of incarcerated individuals due 
to ones' primary emotions being relatable. For example, a child becoming incarcerated may 
affect the parents and how they may recognize some of the expressed emotions of the child 
without verbal confirmation. Much of the research on emotional expression is based on the 
assumption that emotional experience and expression serve related but distinguishable functions. 
Ekman (1997) explained "the experience of emotion guides individual adaptive responses such 
as elevated heart rate when frightened or angry. The expression of emotion, however, is 
communicative" (p. 334). It not only signals the possible presence of an emotion but also guides 
others' behavioral and attributional responses. When tying emotional experience and emotional 
expression with incarceration of a loved one, an individual can begin to bridge the gap as to why 
different inmates can experience similar situations, yet express similar communicative patterns. 
For instance, incarceration happens to all personality types, yet no matter how one gets 
institutionalized, prisonization happens on some level and alters the inmate's behavior while 
inside. 
Display rules are what deem behavior acceptable or nonacceptable in a society and are 
based in the norms of an individual' s culture. Although Costanzo (1992) notes, "displays of 
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emotion are both spontaneous and symbolic."(p. 964) Spontaneous displays of emotion are 
essentially "hard-wired" adaptations to evolutionary challenges; they are still evident in such 
automatic responses as facial displays of disgust at a pungent smell or jumping back from a 
snake. Display rules for an incarcerated loved one may be greatly altered from the normative 
display rules. For example, once on the inside an individual may not be able to freely open up 
and express their emotions. This could be much different than their family environment, which 
might be more open and expressive. My study acknowledges the intersection between these 
display rules and the identity of the incarcerated family member. Display rules can be 
challenging but can be understood with family support. Loved ones of incarcerated individuals 
can begin to assist by incorporating positive display rules back into their interactions, as well as 
trying not to be judgmental of what displays may be conveyed. 
I would also like to connect grief into this literature because of how it relates to the whole 
experience of an incarcerated loved one being institutionalized. Typically, when individuals lose 
a loved one in the family to the correctional system, an emotion of grief tends to fall on the living 
family members that can only be understood if experienced, properly researched, and analyzed. 
Shapiro (1993) outlined "when a person suffers a loss, he or she needs to "make sense" of all that 
has happened and the impact of those happenings on his or her life-to build a cognitive 
understanding of it". When I experienced my family member going into the prison system, it felt 
somewhat like a shared loss and all I wanted to do was make sense of it all. Unfortunately, 
families might make sense of this type of situation by trying to deny or avoid it for as long as 
possible. On the other hand, there are certain tactics that assist families to make sense of the 
situation in a more positive manner. 
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The experience of relationship loss is universal, even if only for a short period of time, 
but responses to Joss vary, and there is not a clearly defined course or process for grieving. 
Genevro, Miller and Marshall (2004) stated, "the grieving experience and response to Joss are 
influenced by familial relationships and expectations, social networks, religion, and culture" 
(p.500) . Family relationships have a positive influence on inmates because it can help loved ones 
through the grief caused by incarceration. 
Loneliness is another emotional state that frequently leads to grief. Peplau and Perlman 
( 1982) studied "loneliness which is a state of emotional distress arising from a discrepancy 
between one's desired and achieved level of social interaction" (p. 280). An important 
implication of this definition is that not all people who are socially isolated are lonely. Similarly, 
not all people who have a lot of social contact are sociable. The marriages of incarcerated people 
are commonly thought to be stressed 'by the separation imposed by sentencing. 
With little opportunity for interacting with one's spouse when incarcerated, cognition, 
including expectations, perceptual biases, and selective attention, are thought to play an 
instrumental role in relational and psychological well-being. Segrin (2001) highlights "like 
members of the general population, these marriages are a source of hope, despair, concern, 
frustration, and satisfaction" (p.165). Incarcerated individuals in an active marriage tend to have 
a better chance for positive communication practices. This is why conjugal visit are typically 
permitted. 
It is widely agreed that loneliness has both emotional and social components. 
Weiss ( 1989) considered "the emotional component is characterized by perceptions of not having 
a close friend, not wanting to burden others, and being undesirable to others." (p. 11 ). The social 
component refers to feeling isolated from social contacts, such as the community, social groups, 
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family, and friends. Although prisoners are physically separated from their social networks, they 
cannot be assumed to be lonely. The strong emotional component to loneliness means one could 
be physically separated from close relationships, but still feel a sense of emotional connection to 
them. This emotional connection is often considered to be reflective of love, another emotion 
that inmates must learn to accept and reciprocate. 
Love is one of the many emotions that has been shared amongst individuals all over the 
world, yet is it truly understood? For example, if you ask a person to define love they will 
probably have a specific definition that is similar but different than that of another. Even with a 
definition that is firmly established in dictionaries, individuals cannot seem to fully agree on 
what it means. This could be due to the fact that the definition of love is different than how it is 
expressed in life. Different variables could be the cause of this disconnect between expressed 
love and defined love, but a factor could be the differences in the way we communicate it. Love 
is an overused word, it is expressed in families between cousins, aunts, nieces, nephews, moms, 
dads, brothers, sisters, parents, and children, etc. 
Empathy is another important facet of this thesis because it focuses on perspective taking, 
a valuable skill for those impacted by incarceration. In communication graduate courses we have 
tackled the three areas that accompany empathy. There is perspective taking, emotional 
contagion, and empathetic concern. Stiff (1988) summarizes "empathy has been connected to 
"helping" and other forms of prosocial behavior with recent focus given communicative 
responses related to empathy, noting that most typically responses to empathy are 
communicative in nature" (p. 202). Sometimes having one family member that has been 
incarcerated talk to a current loved one that is incarcerated is the only way a genuine empathetic 
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feeling can occur. This is mainly due to incarceration being an experience that cannot be put into 
words but must be lived to actually understand and take on its perspective. 
Identity 
Individuals separated from their families due to incarceration will interact with other 
inmates, facility staff, and loved ones while going through this stressful experience. All inmates 
share in this situation because of the tension between their identity inside the prison and their 
identity outside the prison. Corey (1996) illustrates that "young men in prison constitute a unique 
population living with a dichotomous identity. Inside the prison, and from a dominant cultural 
perspective, the young men are criminals although, in their communities they are the 
"homeboys" (p. 57). This identity crisis impacts more than just the incarcerated individual, it 
extends out into the family's identity as well. 
Corey ( 1996) discussed that "the construction of labels used to describe deviants are not 
acts of self-definition, but rather inscriptions by those who set the rules. The social groups who 
define deviance are those with the power to make the rules, and those who break the rules are 
labeled deviant through class discourse" (p. 75). This fits into the importance of identity and 
gives insight into the struggle of incarcerated individuals communicating who they were once 
perceived to be on the outside. Hinck and Withers (2013) commented "prison activists have 
argued against incarceration on complex grounds, noting that prisons perpetuate racism, sexism, 
classism, and poverty" (p. 46). This continual perpetuation of racism, sexism, classism, and 
poverty by prison systems is failing the families and the incarcerated individuals that are stuck in 
its grip. It challenges how people choose to communicate their identity in these situations. What 
can and should be done differently regarding family relationships with incarcerated loved ones is 
a question I would like this thesis to explore. 
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The incarceration rate itself is a form of communication if we look at the system along a 
time continuum. "Americas prison population exploded from 200,000 people in the 1970s to 
more than two million in the twenty-first century. Rooted in historical patterns tracing back to 
slavery, the prison complex produces/reproduces many of our nation's most egregious narratives 
and practices regarding racial discrimination" (P-CARE, 2007 p.424). Stepping back and 
accounting for what the spike in prison population is communicating seems necessary. Evidence 
suggest that more and more families are experiencing their loved ones being ripped away due to 
incarceration. The prison system can be racially discriminative, which makes expression of 
identity challenging. 
Identity theory, prisonization, and a family prison narrative gives a glimpse into the 
nuance of communication for inmates. Hecht, Warren, Jung, & Krieger (2004) proposed 
"communication is at the center of our understanding of identity by representing identity as a 
cognitive construct located on four interrelated levels: personal, enacted, relational, and 
communal. The theory assumes that identity is located in all aspects of a person's life and can be 
viewed through one or a combination of these frames or levels" (p.260). The communication 
theory of identity mentions personal and relational identity, which when viewed through the lens 
of prisonization starts to bridge gaps in the literature and the actual lived experience. For 
instance, prisonization impacts how one functions in daily interactions inside harsh conditions 
and impacts how one adjusts to new identities in order to survive their situation. However, with 
someone on the outside relational identity may go unchanged during interactions. 
The information gathered in the research of Elizabeth Gill (2015) and other 
communication scholars is a great source of information and must be included as well. In their 
research of prisoners, it states 
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Contrary to the criminal identity, inmates themselves may wish to project a more positive 
identity of humanity and morality. How one might perform these identities, or any 
number of others, via communication is a question that must be negotiated by each 
inmate as he struggles with life behind bars. As inmates negotiate the multiple identities 
to which they are ascribed or assign to themselves, they must determine how to 
communicate to whom and in what contexts. One's communication always has the 
potential to contribute to either an authentic or inauthentic identity. 
(p. 515) 
Incarcerated loved ones may wish to display a positive, well-rounded identity, but the 
circumstances may not allow them too. Situations can cause them to display a different facet of 
their identity. To find what is authentic in a person's identity one must build rapport with the 
loved inside and outside, which is difficult to do and tends to lead inmates to withhold vital 
information from family and loved ones. 
An incarcerated loved one with the proper family support system may have an advantage 
in projecting a positive image even after prisonization takes effect. However, even an individual 
without a positive reinforcing family support system can become incarcerated and choose to 
project a positive image. The communication from the incarcerated individual is highly effective 
in assessing how prisonization has impacted the person. 
After thirty years of participating in, directing, and evaluating violence-prevention 
programs, Gi11igan (2013) came to the conclusion that "the basic motive, or cause, of violent 
behavior is the wish to ward off the feeling of shame and humiliation-a feeling that is painful, 
and can even be intolerable and overwhelming. The goals of interpersonal violence then is to 
"replace [shame] with its opposite, the feeling of pride" (p. 13) To be violent while being 
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incarcerated is all but a norm and a part of survival. This means that if you have a loved one who 
is incarcerated due to something non-violent, they will have to adjust their identity in prison in 
order to avoid being viewed as weak. 
Prisonization impacts more than just the incarcerated individuals; it impacts the family as 
well. When the inmate begins to adopt the culture inside the prison it ripples to outside 
relationships. Elizabeth Gill (2013) identifies "in 1940, Donald Clemmer introduced the concept 
of prisonization, the process of inmates taking on 'in greater or less degree the folkways, mores, 
customs, and general culture of the penitentiary" (p. 299). She goes on to state "Dr. Wellford 
(1967) later defined prison culture, the inmate code, as 'a series of conduct norms that define 
proper behavior for inmates" (p. 299). Prisoners operate in a code of silence, which means if you 
don't keep quiet about what happens you may be threatened or harmed. When your loved one 
adopts this habit it can become difficult to overcome without the proper communication 
techniques. 
An incarcerated loved one with the proper family support system may have an advantage 
in projecting a positive image even while prisonization takes effect. But even an individual 
without a positively reinforcing family support system can become incarcerated and choose to 
project a positive image. Communication patterns from incarcerated individuals is highly 
effective in assessing how prisonization impacts the person. 
Prison environments typically fail to support in family communication. Inmates can 
expect short visitation hours, hard to hear conditions, and claustrophobic areas. The following 
excerpt from someone dealing with an incarcerated loved one depicts the condition one must 
overcome: 
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On Christmas Eve 2003, I remember nervously walking from the parking lot toward the 
imposing locked door of the local county jail. The visit was short, only one hour in 
length. We sat on the hard metal immobile stools and looked at each other through 
double-paned glass. It was difficult to hear, so we leaned down against the cold steel 
shelf and Lalked direl:Lly inLu Lhe small audio area. I was incredibly uncomfo1table in the 
cramped, dirty, and poorly-lit room. Sixty minutes later, it was time to leave. (Peterson, 
Cohen, & Smith 2013 p. 85) 
It seems cruel that during a time of celebration that emphasizes family togetherness the inmate is 
not allowed to have more contact with their family. Although they are together, it is through 
double-paned glass, which hinders physical contact. Sixty minutes is far too short for families 
who have waited weeks and weeks to see their family members. How can a family properly 
communicate and maintain relationships when given only one hour? The excerpt depicts a family 
in need of information regarding emotion managing, family communication patterns, and 
inside/outside identities. The current study can assist this situation and others like it by raising 
awareness of better communication practices. 
Conclusion 
Allow me to explain why I choose these specific concepts and activities related to the 
main areas of family, emotion, communication skill s, and identity. This was all done to combine 
academic communicative skills and connect them with the experience of everyday families 
dealing with a member being lost to incarceration. I chose to address prisionization and family 
support strategies that weren't included in other resource guides or booklets. 
In the following section, an overview of concepts related to communication and 
incarceration will be explored. This includes information from previous graduate classes, prior 
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research in the field, and also from prison databases. Broadly, what will be reviewed is family 
communication, emotions, and identity. The three sections will be labeled as summary, 
contribution, and dissemination in the conclusion. Allow us to move forward and dive right into 
the selected information to summarize. 
Summary of Rationale for Conceptual Framework 
Family in general is a major factor in many people's lives; we are born into families that 
have an ambiguous structure of responsibility. Lewis (2005) speculated "the child must adapt to 
the family, the elements of which vary in number and complexity, influencing the child both 
directly, through their interactions with the child, and indirectly, through their interactions with 
each other" (p. 20). Kids are born into families with set rules and the child must adapt as a means 
to survive. Problematizing this, all families are not structured the same, which means the same 
values aren't always taught. When you add the separation of a parent through incarceration, it 
can lead to a breakdown of family structure. 
Families tend to communicate amongst themselves in different ways, which results in 
patterns forming over time. Luckily, in the field of interpersonal communications this has been 
researched before. The family communication patterns (FCP) framework developed by Koerner 
and Fitzpatrick (2002) declared, "[FCP] focuses on the ways in which individuals perceive their 
communication with other family members" (p. 71). Their study focuses on how perception 
affects the way family members view their communication. This idea explains how an inmate 
might misinterpret help from family members. Pollom (2007) shares "nonresidential parents 
have children who often take on parental roles when the parent is separated from the family. 
With incarceration, parents are dependent upon their children to accept phone calls, walk up to 
the vending machines on visits, handle money, and more" (p. 3). This excerpt from Pollom's 
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research provides a perspective that acknowledges that children who lose their parents to the 
prison system must literally become their own parents. This situation can be extremely difficult 
for children to overcome without the proper family communication patterns. 
Family conformity is crucial in family systems with incarcerated individuals. Conformity 
refers to the family hierarchy and obedience reflected through communicative interactions. A 
family that is functioning with low conformity will be out of sync with one another, causing 
tempers to flare and support within the system to diminish. Family members with an incarcerated 
individual are forced to conform or fall apart. 
Emotions play a serious role when a family member is lost to the penal system. Ekman 
( 1997) stressed that "the experience of emotion guides individual adaptive responses such as 
elevated heart rate when frightened or angry. The expression of emotion, however, is 
communicative" (p. 334 ). Much of the research on emotional expression is motivated by the 
assumption that emotional experience and expression serve related but distinguishable functions. 
When I experienced my brother going into the prison system for his sentence, it felt 
somewhat like a shared loss and all I wanted to do was make sense of it all. However, at the 
same time, I felt like all I wanted was an answer to justify why this had to happen. The 
experience of loss is universal, but responses to loss vary, and there is no one clearly defined 
course or process for grieving. 
Hecht et al (2004 ), granted communication is at the center of our "understanding of 
identity by representing identity as a cognitive construct located on four interrelated levels: 
personal, enacted, relational, and communal. The theory assumes that identity is located in all 
aspects of a person's life and can be viewed through one or a combination of these frames or 
levels" (p. 261). Inmates constantly have to struggle with which identity to display, when to 
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display it, and to whom, all while trying to keep hold of what they perceive as their own true 
identity. 
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Prisonization is a concept that impacts more than just the incarcerated individuals; it 
impacts the family as well. When the inmate begins to adopt the general culture inside the prison, 
it ripples to their outside relationships. Clemmer ( 1940) introduced the concept of prisonization, 
the process of inmates taking on ''the folkways, mores, customs, and general culture of the 
penitentiary'' (p. 299). Prisoners must assimilate into the penal system or face the anger of 
fellow inmates. It is inevitable to feel nervous, anxious, or a bit weary of the unknown, but when 
going from the outside to the inside there can be no weakness displayed. 
Contribution 
This thesis will hopefully contribute to families with incarcerated individuals by raising 
awareness of interpersonal communicative challenges associated with incarceration, and by 
teaching practical strategies to assist families in processing the communication challenges 
associated with incarceration. Through definitions, applications, and take home interactive 
activities, my resource guide and booklet will assist families dealing with incarceration. The 
resource booklet has specific family activities that can be applied today to help families 
overcome difficulties in communicating with incarcerated individuals. Unfortunately, as listed 
earlier throughout the literature review, many families experience a loved one being incarcerated. 
Having communicative strategies and applicable skills to deal with emotion management can 
help tremendously. 
I also believe that having the resource guide and resource booklet helps the staff, 
volunteers, and professionals to better assist friends and family members of incarcerated 
individuals. Rarely does a correctional facility have the staff, funding, and proper training to deal 
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with situations that arise when trying to communicate with the detained. The resource booklet 
and resource guide aim to address this issue by providing tips for understanding and managing 
the communicative challenges relevant to incarceration. The need to manage and understand the 
incarcerated loved one will be the foundation to building the inside/outside relationship. 
Dissemination and Implementation Plan 
In order to implement this thesis successfully, it is important to produce, distribute, and 
apply the information. The first step will be to take the electronic copy of the thesis, resource 
guide, and the resource booklet and create a physical copy. After making the physical copies, I 
plan to handout my research to different correctional centers, the first being Robinson 
Correctional Center. 
Through the generous grant given by EIU, I will produce several copies of my work. My 
plan is to make five copies of the thesis, seven copies of the resource guide, and fifteen copies of 
the resource booklet. My top priority while doing this project was for families to learn positive 
communication skills and then apply those skills in their lives. Because the booklet is the most 
useful to families in need, that is where the most copies will be made. 
The facilities that I will provide physical copies for include Robinson Correctional 
Center, Decatur Correctional Center, and Coles County Corrections. I will give physical copies 
to these facilities in order to establish a face-to-face rapport and so that I can explain the benefits 
and rationale behind the information provided. As far as the electronic copies, I plan to email 
them electronically to Kim Butler, Chief of Programs & Support Services in Illinois, and to 
support groups such as Trac, and JailBrakers. I will give the electronic copies to groups and 
support programs because it is too difficult to establish face-to-face rapport when they only meet 
once a month. 
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I will contact all correctional facilities, support groups, and Kim Butler before sending 
out my materials, making sure to follow up after the materials are received. Prison employees 
will likely not use these materials due to time constraints, but volunteers and service providers 
could find the materials useful. Even people without a communications or academic background 
can learn from and use activities and information from the resource manual. It isn't expected that 
a service provider or volunteer will use the whole thing. This booklet can also be distributed to 
families who can complete the activities on their own without training or expertise in the area. 
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Support for Friends and Family Members of Incarcerated Individuals: 
Introduction: 
RATIONALE: 
A Communication Resource Guide 
By: Brandon Goodman 
• This guide covers how to support yourself, children, and incarcerated loved ones 
• This guide is needed in order to transition negative communicative acts into positive ones 
• This guide is intended to help families and individuals who have an incarcerated loved one 
• Personally, I decided to write this guide because I currently have an older brother that is 
incarcerated for the next 15 years, I have seen the family system impact in positive and 
negative ways with little guidance and understanding of the constructs at play 
OVERALL OBJECTIVES FOR THE GUIDE 
1. By using this resources guide individuals will be able to raise awareness of interpersonal 
communicative challenges associated with incarceration 
2. By using this resources guide individuals will be able to execute practical strategies to assist 
their families in the processing the communicative challenges associated with incarceration 
MAJOR UNITS 
I. EMOTIONS 
II. FAMILY 
Ill. COMMUN/CATION PREPARATION 
IV. RESOURCES 
FINAL PRODUCTS 
• One final product will include a comprehensive manual for correctional facilities, 
community service organizations, and those in helping professions to better assist 
friends and family members of incarcerated individuals 
• The second final product will be a booklet for friends and family members of 
incarcerated individuals that includes accessible lay information and tips for 
understanding and managing the communicative challenges relevant to incarceration 
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FOREWORD 
Dear Correctional Liaison, 
With this guide you have been given, you are now able to engage with families who have loved 
ones in the prison system communicate throughout the family unit. This guide is structured for 
yourself, family units going through incarceration situations both inside the facility as well as 
outside, and any individual interested in learning how to communicate better within their family 
unit. This resource guide is fully equipped with definitions, guidelines, resources, examples, and 
activities. In other words, you have all that you need to immediately assist the families coming 
into your facility. 
With easy, accessibility, and practicality in mind this guide contains everything you will need to 
be the individual to bridge the gap. The structuring of the guide has a full section for yourself 
and another for the family. It is divided and segmented into two different guides: 
A. The Liaison Overall Guide 
B. The Family Unit Guide 
The Liaison Guide is composed of all the definitions, guidelines, resources, examples, and 
activities with nothing left out. Within the key terms you will find italicized commentary on the 
relevance and importance of them. It is a way for myself to be able and take the knowledge and 
skills accumulated in my Masters communication program and give to you in an interactive 
resource guide. 
This guide is meant to be simplistic and effective while maintaining flexibility. Feel open to omit 
certain areas if you deem applicable, add to benefit the family more, or overall tweak the 
material to fit the needs of your facility families. 
The Family Guide is composed of activities that cause the family to interact as a whole and learn 
certain supportive communicative elements that can assist in their situation. It is truly ready to 
handout to the families today and they can use. It can be seen as simplifying your task. No need 
to look through the Liaison Overall Guide and pick out information. The Participant Guide has 
all of that covered. 
The need for a family communicative resource guide is there and this I hope to bridge this gap by 
putting forth this surplus of knowledge in an interactive manner. 
Time To Dive In!!! 
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OPENING 
Dear Reader, 
The want and need to be connected or supported by other people for meeting our social, 
emotional, intellectual, physical and spiritual needs is present in each of us. Some express more 
openly and with words whik olhers may be more unexpressive or display the want and need to 
be connected in a different manner. The best place for most people to form these connections and 
meet these needs is through family. 
The currently growing situations of incarceration and the prison environments impact on 
the family is remarkable. Families don't always have the same support structures to help in this 
task. There are many parents who have not had the benefit of privilege where respect was shown 
and good family skills were learned. Families can come in many different forms and some which 
will be mentioned are: nuclear, single, extended, step/remarried. 
When dealing with an incarcerated loved one it may seem that achieving a supportive, 
empathetic, well communicating family life is an unreachable goal. More than 2.7 million 
children in the U.S. have an incarcerated parent; that is 1 in 28 children. Parental incarceration is 
now recognized as an "adverse childhood experience" (ACE); it is distinguished from other 
adverse childhood experiences by the unique combination of trauma, shame, and stigma. 
(Hairston 2007) Nationally, there are more than 120,000 incarcerated mothers and 1.1 million 
incarcerated fathers who are parents of minor children (ages 0-17). (Glaze 201 1)1 
This resource guide contains definitions, self-assessments, and fun activities related to 
various areas of families dealing with incarcerated loved ones.: Emotions, Families, 
Communication, Resources, Bibliography It is recommended that activities in the first section, 
Building Trust, be completed first. Also allow note to be taken that definitions, assessments, and 
activities can be selected based on an individual/family's unique needs, time allowances, or any 
other special circumstances. 
1 Adapted from Helping Youth Succeed 2000 
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Unit 1 
Human behavior flows from three main sources: desire, emotion, 
and knowledge 
-Plato-
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"The thing about kids is 
that they express 
emotion. They don't 
hold back. If they want 
to cry, they cry, and if 
they are in a good 
mood, they're in a good 
mood." 
-Eddie Murphy-
UNIT I: EMOTIONS 
PREVIEW 
This is the first of the units in which Unit 1 will establish fundamental interpersonal emotional 
knowledge that must be understood before moving into any other areas. Also it will establish 
some management techniques that are related to expressing emotions with incarcerated loved 
ones. Plus, many different tips will be acknowledged here, so moving forward families and 
family members can react to their situation in the most appropriate way. Concepts such as 
emotion, emotion management, display rules, and prisonization. Also, in this section are 
specific tips to guide in managing emotions and others emotions. Plus, a section of activities 
that cover the terminology and other communicative tips. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES UNIT I : 
1. By the end of this unit participants will be able to define key terms in relation to 
emotions and incarceration 
2. By the end of this unit participants will be able to apply how to emotionally support an 
incarcerated loved one 
3. By the end of this unit participants will be able to identify knowledge of helpful 
emotional communication tips 
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KEY TERMS RELATING TO EMOTIONS 
The following terms will be introduced due to being impactful on how individuals with 
incarcerated loved ones behave. Many of these individuals' experience certain feelings and 
emotions that at times they cannot put into words. Not having the proper terminology to define 
certain variables being experienced can hinder the learning process and ultimately stop one from 
understanding what is happening. Also these terms that will be mentioned connect with the 
following activities at the end of the unit to ensure a grasp of the knowledge. 
1. Emotion- an intense reaction to an event that involves interpreting the meaning of the 
event becoming physiologically aroused labeling the experience as emotional 
attempting to manage our reaction and communicating this reaction in the form of 
emotional displays and disclosures2 
Understanding that emotions are real and important for service providers and the loved 
ones of incarcerated individuals because changes in ones' feelings and moods impact 
actions (for example, a parent becoming incarcerated may affect the children and how 
they express emotions) 
2. Primary Emotion- emotions that involve unique and consistent behavioral displays 
across cultures 
a. Joy 
b. Surprise 
C. Anger 
d. Disgust 
e. Sad 
f. Fear 
Understanding that primary emotions are shared is important for service providers and 
the loved ones of incarcerated individuals due to ones' primary emotions being relatable 
(for example, a child becoming incarcerated may affect the parents and how they may 
recognize some of the expressed emotions of the child without verbal confirmation) 
3. Emotional Intelligence- ability to interpret your own and others emotions accurately 
and to use this information to manage emotions, communicate them constructively, and 
solve relationship problems3 
a. Self-Awareness- ability to fully understand ourselves and use that information to 
manage emotions productively 
i. This includes accurate understanding of personal behaviors, emotions, 
and assessment of strengths vs. weaknesses 
ii. Inward communicative act due to dealing with self-control 
2 Adapted from McCornack Instructors Manual (2010) 
3 Adapted from Lynn (2015) 
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b. Empathy- ability to understand the perspective of others 
i. This includes the combination of desire to help and respectfully listening 
to others perspectives 
ii. Inward communicative act due to dealing with the service orientation 
c. Social Expertness- ability to build genuine relationships+ bonds and express 
caring, concern, and conflict in healthy ways 
i. This includes the ability to build social bonds, resolve differences, and 
understand 
ii. Outward communicative act due to dealing with collaborating and 
relationship building 
d. Personal Influence- ability to positively lead and inspire others as well as 
ourselves 
i. This includes creating an inspiring culture, being self-guided, staying 
adaptable and being optimistic 
ii. Outward communicative act due to dealing with leading and getting 
results from others 
e. Mastery of Purpose and Vision- ability to bring authenticity to our lives and live 
out our intentions and values 
i. This includes aligned and transparent motives and actions 
ii. Deeply Inward communicative act due to dealing with your personal 
authenticity and understanding of purpose/vision 
Understanding the concepts of emotional intelligence is important for service providers 
and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because knowledge is helpful (for 
example, a family member becoming incarcerated may be hard to understand for some 
family although the can implement El and shoi.,y empathy to. 
Communication and Emotions 
The following terms will be introduced due to being impactful on how individuals with 
incarcerated loved ones interact and communicate. Many of these individuals' experience certain 
communicative managing skills that at times they cannot put into words. Not having the proper 
terminology to define certain variables being experienced can hinder the learning process and 
ultimately stop one from understanding what is happening. Also these terms that will be 
mentioned connect with the following activities at the end of the unit to ensure a grasp of the 
knowledge. 
4. Emotion Contagion- experience of the same emotion rapidly spreads for one person to 
others 
Understanding that emotional contagion is important for service providers and the loved 
ones of incarcerated individuals because reciprocating spreading emotions can be bad at 
times (for example, a son becoming incarcerated may have the parents in grief but 
during interaction the son wouldn't want to display grief) 
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5. Emotion Management- attempts to influence which emotions you have, when, and how 
you express and experience them 
a. simulation- display emotion not felt 
b. inhibition-giving appearance no emotion when 1 is being felt 
c. intensification-create appearance emotions are felt more strongly than they are 
d. de-intensification- impression that emotions are felt less strongly than they are 
e. masking-involves showing one emotion while feeling a different emotion 
Understanding the concepts of emotion management is real and important for service 
providers and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because managing ones feelings 
and moods helps make positive actions (for example, a parent becoming incarcerated 
may affect the children and how they express emotions some may hide it while others 
act out openly 
6. Display Rules- refer to guidelines for when, where, and how to manage emotion 
displays appropriately in social contexts (has ties to the socialization and cultural norms 
of other people) 
a. Gender 
i. This can include the male and female displays of how to express or 
suppress the managed emotions 
ii. Examples of display rules include: males commonly being able to display 
anger openly without negative associations, while females are more 
commonly able to display sadness without negative association 
b. Opened/Closed 
i. Masking- the hiding of ones private self 
1. This can include the internal vs external tension of how to display 
the managed emotions 
ii. Examples of display rules include: a surprise birthday party in which one 
can openly show joy and surprise, while in the same instance a surprise 
birthday party may be a place in which one has closed displays of 
emotions such as sadness or anger 
c. Intense/Minor 
i. Modulation 
1. This can include the degree whether high or low of the managed 
emotions 
ii. Examples of display rules include: a child being told to eat something that 
he/she may not like usually results in intense disgust, while in the same 
instance a child being told to eat something that he/she likes can result in 
minor displays of joy such as a smile 
d. Negative/Positive 
i. Simulation 
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1. This can include the social context/situational tension bad or good 
of how the managed emotions are displayed 
ii. Examples of display rules include: 
Understanding the concepts of display rules is important for service providers and the 
loved ones of incarcerated individuals because support is fundamental in good 
relationships (for example, a family member becoming incarcerated may be hard to 
understand display rules after incarceration although through noticing these key 
variables can help 
7. Loneliness- a state of emotional distress arising from a discrepancy between one's 
desired and achieved level of social interaction4 
a. Separation 
i. associated with loneliness is felt by yourself, the family, as well as the 
incarcerated loved one. Although this is normal due to prison sentencing, 
and poor communicating mediums it doesn't have to be negative, use 
this as periods to self-reflect. 
Understanding loneliness is important for service providers and the loved ones of 
incarcerated individuals because when an incarcerated loved one experiences this it 
could go undetected and lead to suicidal thoughts (for example, a son becoming 
incarcerated may be so lonely instead of communicating self-harm may arise.) 
8. Prisonization- as time goes by many prisoners become more dependent on the 
institution, and their visits with outside family (including spouses) and friends diminish5 
a. For example, inmates begin their prison experience with only a few values that 
support criminal behavior, embrace the informal inmate code while incarcerated 
leading to a much greater acceptance of such values 
Understanding prisonization is important for service providers and the loved ones of 
incarcerated individuals because prisonization will impact an incarcerated loved one in a 
negative manner (for example, a son becoming incarcerated may go inside the facility 
with a mindset to do better, but is overwhelmed by the environment thus fails to do 
better) 
4Adapted from McCornack Instructors Manual (2010) 
5 Adapted from Se grin (2001) 
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MANAGING EMOTIONS 
The following helpful emotional management tips will be introduced due to being impactful on 
how individuals, parents, and families with incarcerated loved ones. Not having the proper 
helpful tips and advice to assist can hinder the supportive process and ultimately stop one from 
caring. Also these tips will be connected with following activities at the end of the unit to ensure 
a grasp of the knowledge. 
• Helping To Manage Your Emotions 
o Internally 
• Take care of yourself both physically and emotionally. You won't be much 
help to others if you're not in a good place yourself. 
• Self-reflection assist in providing great insight into certain otherwise 
"hidden" personal areas that can help with managing emotion 
o Interpersonally 
• Don't hesitate to have a sit down to ask others you know and trust for help. 
Often, your family and friends may want to be supportive but aren't sure 
how to approach you. Unlike death and divorce, there are no social rules or 
rituals for others to follow. It's up to you to set the tone. 
• Emotions should never be bottled up. Call someone you trust and recount 
to them what is going on. Hearing an opinion other than your own 
broadens your awareness. 
o Community 
• Live your life! You have a life to lead on "the outside" - it may include 
children, your home, job or religious community - stay involved and find 
joy where you can. 
• Seek out and connect with people who are in the same situation as you, 
they know what you are going through maybe you can even share 
resources (baby sit, carpool, etc.).6 
• Helping Other People Manage Their Emotions 
o Children 
• It is important to keep the explanation simple and age appropriate when 
you tell a child that a loved one is in prison. Children need to trust the 
adults who take care of them. You build their trust when you tell the truth 
- even if it hurts 
• Children may have different feelings, and sometimes even several feelings 
at once, or one right after the other. Some of those feelings may be 
sadness, fear, guilt, disbelief, anxiety or anger. It is important to 
understand and recognize all their feelings. 
6 Adapted from Betts (2012) 
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• For many children, the prison visit may be the first time their parents have 
really taken the time to talk to them, to share their thoughts and feelings, 
to listen to them, to spend time with them 
• Usually it's hard to sustain a conversation for the length of the visit . 
Depending on the age of the child, games can be created. Most prisons 
allow writing paper and pencils, enabling word games, hang-man, tic- tac-
toe, guessing games, and math games. 
• Children are usually allowed to send photographs. Even if the coil pot or 
key chain that a child makes in art class or wood shop cannot be sent, a 
drawing or photo of it probably can be. Art works and accomplishments 
can be photographed for the absent parent. 7 
o Parents 
• Most therapists suggest that it is important that individuals freely express 
their emotions. Actively holding back feelings can be stressful. 
• When basic needs like food, safety, and shelter are satisfied people exhibit 
a strong will toward self-expression. When blocked tension results. One 
reason that writing about traumas may be physically healthy. 
o Romantic Partner 
• Marital therapist remedy communication issues by getting both parties to 
openly talk about feelings. Communicating openly or by means of talking is 
key for relationships to survive incarceration. 
• Dance, art, and music therapies can be powerful in experiencing emotions. 
Expressive movement, drawing, or singing can undoubtedly strip away 
inhibitions8 
7 Adapted from Estrin (2003) 
8 Adapted from Pennebaker ( 1997) 
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ACTIVITIES AND APPLICATION RELATED TO EMOTIONS 
Now that you have an understanding of some key concepts and definitions related to emotions, 
we can turn to activities to help you apply them in your interactions with loved ones of 
incarcerated individuals. 
In keeping with the flexibility and adaptability of this resource guide, you can implement these 
activities in a number of ways: 
Face-to-Face Facilitation: 
• Ability to complete immediately 
• One-on-one time with facilitator 
• Feedback and discussion immediately 
• Nonverbal cues can be assisted 
"Take Home" Activities: 
• Ability to be given to client 
• Interact with family or solo 
• Feedback and discussion at a later time 
• Gives more flexibility to client 
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Emotional Support Activity 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
demonstrate knowledge of helpful emotional communication tips 
20 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish emotion 
management skills. By the end of this resource guide activity individuals 
will be able to demonstrate knowledge of personal emotion managing 
tips. The target audience for an activity of this nature is intended for the 
purpose of an adult, teenager, or a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Face-to-Face 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing personal distress and would like emotional supportive communicative 
assistance for themselves) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Primary Emotions 
o Emotional Intelligence 
o Supportive Communication 
o Display Rules 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Emotional Support Activity 
Practice imagining and describing your emotions about the followings situations that you might 
experience. Remember to focus on the facts and on how the situation makes you feel and how 
you could best express how you feel. 
1. You feel ignored by the facilities staff when asking for basic necessities yet they always 
seem to have time for other individuals? 
a. I would feel ... 
b. I would express my emotions in the following way ... 
2. Your loved one was supposed to meet you for a visitation and they are late? 
a. I would feel ... 
b. I would express my emotions in the following way ... 
3. You come home late from work and missed a meeting with your loved ones' attorney. 
Even though they know where you've been effort in the case drops? 
a. I would feel... 
b. I would express my emotions in the following way ... 
4. Your own example-any time when you needed to express your emotions to another 
person? 
a. I would feel ... 
b. I would express my emotions in the following way ... 
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Self-Reflection Prompts 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
self-reflect and describe how to support an incarcerated loved one. 
20 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish supportive 
communicative skills. By the end of this resource guide activity individuals 
will be able to demonstrate personal support managing tips. The target 
audience for an activity of this nature is intended for the purpose of an 
adult, teenager, or a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having an emotional support self-
actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Primary Emotions 
o Emotional Intelligence 
o Supportive Communication 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Self-Reflection Prompts 
1. Take some time and recall a social conversation or communicative acts that you have 
experienced with someone you have a close relationship with. 
a. Has that individual ever been the cause of feeling an intense emotion whether it 
be positive or negative. 
b. What was the intense emotion felt and how was it communicated? 
2. Take some time and recall : what emotions and their affects would you like to be more 
aware of? 
a. What emotions do you experience that feel most disruptive to you and your life? 
What emotion motivates you? 
b. To what degree are you able to recognize someone else's emotional state? 
c. What emotions support you socially, and which emotions hinder you socially? 
3. Take some time and recall when you have shared how you are feeling and/or mood at 
that particular time. 
a. After recalling these times drawback and answer with whom do you "emotion 
share" with the most? Why? 
4. Many times in life we often try to help those we have close relationship with by offering 
support. Take some time and recall an event when your support made things worse with 
the very same person you were trying to help. 
a. Why do you think the situation played out how it did?9 
9 Adapted from Mccornack Instructors Manual (2010) 
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Self-Assessment 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
Delivery Method : 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
define their own personal emotional wellness through self-assessing. 
30 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish emotional 
awareness skills. By the end of this resource guide activity individuals will 
be able to demonstrate personal emotional wellness and be more 
noticeable of others. The target audience for an activity of this nature is 
intended for the purpose of an adult, teenager, or a child with some 
assistance. 
Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having a personal emotional 
wellness activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Primary Emotions 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Self-Assessment 
How is your Emotional Wellness? 
Below are 8 items that you may agree with or disagree with. On a scale of 1 to 7, rate your level 
of agreement with each item, being honest and open with yourself. (7- Strongly Agree, 4-
Neither Agree or Disagree, 1- Strongly disagree) 
__ I feel satisfied with who I am and where I am in my life 
__ I refuse to allow regrets and disappointments cloud "today" 
__ I feel a strong sense of connection with others and do not feel isolated 
__ I tend to think rationally and optimistically 
__ I do not hold onto grudges and can forgive others for not meeting my expectations 
__ I feel a great sense of control over my emotions, thoughts and feelings 
__ I have a healthy sense of humor and can laugh at life's imperfections 
__ I feel more gratitude on how my life is now rather than focus on what's lacking 
Total your score here: 
-----
Emotional Wellness Range: 
51-56 Emotional Wellness is extraordinary! 
46- 50 High level of Emotional Wellness 
40-46 Moderate level of Emotional Wellness 
32-39 Emotional Wellness needs some boosting! 
24-31 Emotional Wellness is posing problems for optimal health - needs work! 
16-23 Needs improvement! Actively work on improving your Emotional Wellness. 
Below 15 Danger Zone! Don't wait to get professional help for your Emotional Wellness!10 
10 Adapted from Lynn (2015) 
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Empathetic Carpool Practice 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
describe how to show empathy any person who may be dealing with an 
incarcerated loved one 
30 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish supportive 
communicative skills. By the end of this resource guide activity individuals 
will be able to demonstrate and acknowledge supportive and empathetic 
communication. The target audience for an activity of this nature is 
intended for the purpose of an adult, teenager. 
Delivery Method : Face-to-Face or Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facilit y experiencing family distress and could benefit from having an empathet ic situat ional 
act ivity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Primary Emotions 
o Emotional Intelligence 
o Supportive Communication 
o Display Rules 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Empathetic Carpool Practice 
For the following activity you will be given insight to a common situation that arise with having 
an incarcerated loved one. Try and have an open mind going into this exercise and consider the 
different perspectives. 
Bennett: Hey Keila, I know it was a little sporadic how I contacted you but I am excited I was 
able to reach you and get a ride. I don't know the way and GPS has failed me multiple times 
before and is doing it yet again. 
Keila: Brandon to be upfront and totally honest being the "taxicab" is the least of my 
problems. I'm really stressed out with Miguel being incarcerated again. 
Bennett: My bad, promise I had no idea your brother was locked up and you were going 
through all of that. 
Keila: It's cool I'm just feeling a little frustrated at everything at the time. I'm relieved that the 
whole cycle of him relapsing with drugs and alcohol is now stopped, but I seem to get real 
lonely without Miguel around. 
Bennett: Hey you two are family I can only imagine how you feel. .. That escalated quite quick, 
how about we turn on some music and get started on this drive, you know I'm here for you so 
don't feel alone. 
Music playing for the ride it is an awkward trip between the individuals. Keila all but ignores 
Bennett throughout the ride there and back. What could've been done different to aid the 
relationship between Keila and Bennett? If you were Bennett, what could you have done to 
ease the tension? If you were Keila, what could you have done to ease the tension? 
1. If you were in a similar situation some advice on how to manage this event would be 
supportive and empathetic to the driver Keila if you are in Bennetts' shoes. 
2. Bennett seems to be the person in need, so if you were in the same situation but from 
the other side it would be beneficial to begin to build rapport and socially penetrate 
with Bennett to establish trust. 
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Helping Family Helps All 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
Delivery Method: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
describe how to support any who may be dealing with an incarcerated 
loved one 
30 minutes- 1 hour 
When we take an interest in others and do kind acts for them, we begin 
to understand and appreciate them more. The purpose of this resource 
guide activity is to establish supportive communicative skills. (helping 
others help yourself) The target audience for an activity of this nature is 
intended for the purpose of an adult, teenager, or a child with some 
assistance. 
Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and would like to show supportive communicative 
assistance) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Supportive Communication 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask ... 
• What was the kind act that you performed and who was it with? 
o Why? 
• Do you think the person that you did the kind act for appreciated what you did? 
o Why? 
• After helping the family member what feelings did you experience? 
o How did these feelings affect the rest of the family 
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Helping Family Helps All11 
Instructions are as follow: 
• Select a family member that may be experiencing stress that you can do a kind act for 
o Is there someone that particularly needs your help? 
o You may want to choose someone that is in need of something that you have to 
offer 
• After identifying one of the needs, do a kind act for this family member 
o You can do a kind act that does not cost any money and does not require a lot of 
time 
• The kind deed could be: 
o visiting a person 
o inviting them to your home for dinner 
o assisting if they need help moving 
o volunteering your time in a manner they see fit 
11 Adapted from Helping Youth Succeed 2000 
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The Emotional Code 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have a raised 
emotional awareness. 
20 minutes 
To know the proper terminology to use while going through certain 
situations is half of the battle. The purpose of this resource guide activity 
is to increase emotional awareness. Also it gives people some time to be 
introspective and to feel accomplished due to low difficulty. Plus, some 
people may not feel comfortable opening up about emotions, but this 
can be a general conversation starter or warm up activity that leads into 
the debriefing questions. The target audience for an activity of this 
nature is intended for the purpose of a teenager, or a child with some 
slight assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and would like to show supportive communicative 
assistance) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Angry 
o Lonely 
o Relaxed 
o Ashamed 
o Afraid 
o Excited 
o Stressed 
o Confused 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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The Emotional Code12 
Instructions are as follows: 
• Write the letter for each number to solve the answer. 
I 2 3 -1- S 6 7 8 9 IO I I 12 13 1-J. IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2-1- 25 26 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP Q RST UVWXYZ 
Feeling upset with person, act, or idea 1-14-7-18-25 
Feeling alone and that nobody cares 12-15-14-5-12-25 
Feeling at ease and without worries 18-5-12-1-24-5-4 
Feeling guilty after doing wrong 1-19-8-1-13-5-4 
Feeling afraid and worry 1-6-18-1-9-4 
Feeling happy and aroused 5-24-3-9-20-5-4 
Feeling tense, tired, and uneasy 19-20-18-5-19-19-5-4 
Feeling unable to think clear 3-15-14-6-21-19-5-4 
*Discussion after as follow: 
• When have you personally felt or experienced any of these emotions? 
• What did you get to learn about yourself? 
• Did you ever experience a certain emotion but did not know the name? 
12 (Adapted from Exploring Emotion 2006) 
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The Search for Emotions 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have a better 
familiarity with emotional terms. 
20 minutes 
To know the proper terminology to use while going through certain 
situations is half of the battle. The purpose of this resource guide activity 
is to increase familiarity with emotions. Also it gives people some time to 
be introspective and to feel accomplished due to low difficulty. Plus, 
some people may not feel comfortable opening up about emotions, but 
this can be a general conversation starter or warm up activity that leads 
into the debriefing questions. The target audience for an activity of this 
nature is intended for the purpose of a teenager, or a child with some 
slight assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and would like to show supportive communicative 
assistance) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Primary Emotions 
o Secondary Emotions 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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The Search for Emotions13 
Instructions are as follows: 
• Find all hidden words listed below in word search puzzle below. Words can go forward, 
backwards or diagonal 
WORD BANK: Active Afraid Alert Angry Ashamed Bright Cautious Confident Confused Depressed 
Embarrassed Excited Glad Happy Hurt Joyful Lonely Peaceful Playful Proud 
Relaxed Sad Silly Stressed Weak 
A L M N 0 p y u K G 0 I H R E T y 
s p 0 M N y u y T A s E w C D D s 
D u l 0 T V p X w D E M A H s A V 
F M D H J K L p 0 p L w N u B G L 
G Q E E D s C V A N M 0 0 p Q R s 
Q u s D s H A p T H G I R B L E R 
w V A D N s E p H 0 T H u R T A w 
R w R R B A E Q s u 0 F D N A T s 
T X y z A A F R A I D 0 G D C A H 
y y D E C B A C p z A V B F G H I 
u A F H J K T 0 X E G T R R G T y 
I T N E D I F N 0 C D D E s s E R 
0 0 p G V L u F E C A E p I T y u 
p A L E R T L u 0 I s J L G F s A 
L M N F X y X s X y z L A F F D V 
J D F G G C X E A X y z y I H F B 
M A X F G F I D A B C D F G F G N 
N V z F Q F u T H G F E u H D H M 
B G A D R H u F E F F H L J E J K 
V H Q A s G R p 0 D N u s K X J L 
C y E I T s s R u E F J M H A K 0 
X u R M u A A 0 I y A N N K L L p 
A I T M V X R R 0 R T T y L E N 0 
s 0 y y w p C J D y A E p K R F D 
, D s R F G R s F N F T R Q E T y D 
*Discussion after as follow: 
• When have you personally felt or experienced any of these emotions? 
• W hich emotions have you tried to mask or bottle up? 
o W hy? 
13 Adapted from Exploring Emotions (2006) 
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Unit 2 
"Family is a unit of people who have a shared respect, support, and 
love for one another." 
-Filberto Cornoa-
29 
"Family ... " 
-Anonymous-
UNIT 2: FAMILY 
PREVIEW 
This is the second of the units in which we will establish fundamental interpersonal and family 
communicative knowledge that must be understood before moving further forward. Also it will 
establish some strategic family techniques that are related to keeping everyone unified with 
incarcerated loved ones. Also, many tips will be acknowledged here, so moving forward families 
and family members can react to their situation in the most appropriate way. Concepts such as 
family systems, emotional cutoff, attachment styles, conformity, and various family types. Also 
in this section are specific tips to guide the families and expresses the impact had on the 
children of incarcerated loved ones. Plus, a section of activities that cover the terminology and 
other communicative tips. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES UNIT 2: 
1. By the end of this unit participants will be able to define key terms in relation to family 
dynamics and attachment styles 
2. By the end of this unit participants will be able to employ family support to an 
incarcerated loved one through better communication 
3. By the end of this unit participants will be able to develop knowledge on many helpful 
family communication tips to build better relationships 
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KEY TERMS RELATING TO FAMILY14 
The following terms will be introduced due to being impactful on how individuals with 
incarcerated loved ones behave. Many of these individuals' experience certain family situations 
that at times they cannot put into words. Not having the proper terminology to define certain 
variables being experienced can hinder the learning process and ultimately stop one from 
understanding what is happening. Also these terms that will be mentioned connect with the 
following activities at the end of the unit to ensure a grasp of the knowledge. 
1. Family System- views the family as an emotional unit and uses systems thinking to 
describe the complex interactions in the unit. 
a. It is the nature of a family that its members are intensely connected emotionally 
b. Theoretical perspective of human behavior 
Understanding that the family is a system is important for service providers and the 
loved ones of incarcerated individuals because changes in one part of the system (for 
example, a parent becoming incarcerated will affect the other parts of the system.) 
2. Triangles- a triangle is a three-person relationship system. 
a. It is considered the building block or "molecule" of larger emotional systems 
b. A triangle is the smallest stable relationship system 
Understanding that there are triangles of relationships is important for service providers 
and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because at times communication breaks 
down (for example, son becoming incarcerated in a mother, father, son triangle) may 
not affect the other parts of the system 
3. Differentiation of Self- differences between individuals and between family groups 
reflect differences in people's levels of differentiation of self. 
a. Families and other social groups tremendously affect how people think, feel, and 
act 
b. Individuals vary in their susceptibility to a "group think" 
c. Groups vary in the amount of pressure they exert for conformity 
4. Family Projection Process- the family projection process describes the primary way 
parents transmit their emotional problems to a child. 
a. The projection process can impair the functioning of one or more children 
b. Also can increase the vulnerability to clinical symptoms 
14 (Adapted from Bowen) 
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Understanding that the family projection process is legitimate and highly impactful for 
service providers and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because negative 
characteristics can be transferred but unknown (for example, a parent becoming 
incarcerated) may have the impact of the child becoming incarcerated but not for many 
years 
5. Multigenerational Transmission Process- the concept of the multigenerational 
transmission process describes small differences in the levels of differentiation between 
parents and their offspring 
a. May lead over many generations to marked differences in differentiation 
b. Only among the members of a multigenerational family 
Understanding multigenerational transmission is important for service providers and the 
loved ones of incarcerated individuals because of certain barriers (for example, a 
daughter becoming incarcerated may not share information with grandparents due to 
the divide and will choose a sibling or cousin closer in age) 
6. Emotional Cutoff- the concept of emotional cutoff describes people managing their 
unresolved emotional issues 
a. Often with parents, siblings, and other family members 
b. Commonly done by reducing or totally cutting off emotional contact with them 
Understanding that emotional cutoff is important for service providers and the loved 
ones of incarcerated individuals because of certain barriers (for example, a daughter 
becoming incarcerated may not share certain experiences) 
7. Societal Emotional Process- the concept of societal emotional process describes how 
the emotional system governs behavior on a societal level. 
a. Promotes both progressive and regressive periods in a society 
Understanding societal emotional process is important for service providers and the 
loved ones of incarcerated individuals because the incarcerated loved one is always in 
flux with society (for example, a parent becoming incarcerated will be framed as a 
criminal and that comes with emotional weight.) 
8. Attachment Style-
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a. Secure- develops when a caregiver is highly affectionate and responsive during a 
person's infancy and early childhood. This provides the child with a sense of 
security and dependability that is enacted in relationships with others. 
b. Anxious- inconsistent attention that fluctuates between responsive and 
unresponsive leads to this style, which creates a desire to be loved yet an 
inability to trust love. 
c. Avoidant- When individuals receive little care or attention from any caregiver, 
they develop this style, viewing love as something that only causes pain and 
unhappiness. 
Understanding attachment styles is important for service providers and the loved ones of 
incarcerated individuals because of how family relationships are maintained (for 
example, a son in a secure family becoming incarcerated may share certain experiences, 
while that same son in a avoidant family will be secluded) 
Different Types of Family 
The following terms will be introduced due to being impactful on how individuals with 
incarcerated loved ones behave. Many of these individuals' experience certain family situations 
that at times are different to others. Not having the proper knowledge on the different family 
structures can hinder the family cohesiveness and ultimately stop one from interacting with 
family. Also these terms that will be connected with the following activities at the end of the unit 
to ensure a grasp of the knowledge.15 
9. Nuclear- the nuclear family is the traditional type of family structure. This family type 
consists of two parents and children. (a wife, husband, and their biological or legally 
adopted children) 
a. The nuclear family was long held in esteem by society as being the ideal in which 
to raise children. 
b. Children in nuclear families receive strength and stability from the two-parent 
structure and generally have more opportunities due to the financial ease of two 
adults. 
Understanding that the nuclear family is unique and important for service providers and 
the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because changes in one part of the system (for 
example, one parent becoming incarcerated will tend to affect the other parent and put 
strain on the system) 
Think about this, a family going through the experience of having an incarcerated loved 
one would have a strong support system with both biological parent in the equation. The 
15 Adapted from McCornack Instructors Manual 
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family system is at its strongest and may be able to properly support the incarcerated 
individual. 
10. Single Parent- the single parent family consists of one parent raising one or more 
children on his or her own. 
a. Often a single parent family is a mother with her children, 
b. Although there are single fathers as well. 
c. The single parent family is the biggest change society has seen in terms of the 
changes in family structures. 
Understanding that the single parent family is unique and important for service 
providers and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because changes in one part of 
the system (for example, the one and only parent becoming incarcerated will tend to 
affect the child/children heavily and usually involves social services getting involved) 
Think about this, a family going through the experience of having an incarcerated loved 
one would have a half as strong support system with only a single biological parent in the 
equation. The family system is weakened and may or may not be able to properly support 
the incarcerated individual. 
11. Extended- the extended family structure consists of two or more adults who are related, 
either by blood or marriage, living in the same home. 
a. This family includes many relatives living together and working toward common 
goals 
i. such as raising the children 
ii. keeping up with the household duties. 
b. Many extended families include 
i. Cousins 
ii. Aunts 
iii. Uncles 
iv. Godparent 
v. Grandparents 
Understanding that the extended family is unique and important for service providers 
and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because changes in one part of the system 
(for example, the one and only parent becoming incarcerated will tend to affect the 
child/children heavily and usually involves grandparents.) 
Think about this, a family going through the experience of having an incarcerated loved 
one would have a support system with the family although, no biological parent in the 
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equation. The family system is heavily weakened and unfortunately may not be able to 
properly support the incarcerated individual. 
12. Step/Blended family- involves two separate families merging into one new unit. 
a. It consists of a new husband and wife and the ir children from previous marriages 
or relationships 
b. Over half of all marriages end in divorce, many of these individuals choose to get 
remarried creating the stepfamily 
Understanding that the step/blended family is unique and important for service 
providers and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because changes in one part of 
the system (for example, the one and only parent becoming incarcerated will tend to 
affect the child/children heavily and usually involves social workers) 
Think about this, a family going through the experience of having an incarcerated loved 
one would have weak support system with only a single biological parent in the equation. 
The family system is weakened and spread out. This type of family structure may or may 
not be able to properly suppo11 the incarcerated individual. 
RELATIONSHIPS 
The following terms will be introduced due to being impactful on how individuals with 
incarcerated loved ones behave. Many of these individuals' experience certain family situations 
that at times are different to others. Not having the proper knowledge on the different family 
structures can hinder the family cohesiveness and ultimately stop one from interacting with 
family. Also these terms that will be connected with the following activities at the end of the unit 
to ensure a grasp of the knowledge. 16 
Figure 7.1 
lnvolunt.lry to Voluntary 
Adapted from C. Arthur Van Lear. A~can Koerner. and Donna M. A llen. ··Relationship T) pologics:· in 71,e Cambridge Hrmdbook ,f 
Per.winnl Relmi1111ship.1. cd~. Anita L. Vangdisti and Danid Perlman (Cambridge: Camhridge Universi ty Pr.:s~. 2006). 9 
16 Jones (201 3) 
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13. Voluntary- option to select relationship 
14. Personal Relationship- meet emotional, relational, and instrumental needs, as they are 
intimate, close, and interdependent relationships 
15. Involuntary- no option to select relationship 
16. Social Relationship- meet our needs and lack the closeness and interdependence of 
personal relationships 
ORIENTATION 
The following terms will be introduced due to being impactful on how individuals with 
incarcerated loved ones behave. Many of these individuals' experience certain family situations 
that at times are different to others. Not having the proper knowledge on the different family 
structures can hinder the family cohesiveness and ultimately stop one from interacting with 
family. Also these terms that will be connected with the following activities at the end of the unit 
to ensure a grasp of the knowledge. 17 
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Low t o High Conversation Orientation 
Adapted from C. Arthur VanLcar. Ascan Koerner. and Donna M. Allen. ·'Rclation~hip Typologies;· in 711e Cambridge H1111dlmok of 
Per.wmal Re/(l{ion.,ltip.1. cd~. Anita L. VangcliMi and Daniel Perlman (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni~cr!>ily Pre~~- 2006). 9 
17. Conformity- the degree to which fami lies use communication to emphasize simi larity or 
diversity in attitudes, beliefs, and values; stresses a climate of homogeneity of attitudes, 
values, and beliefs 
a. High 
b. Low 
17 Jones (2013) 
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18. Pluralistic- (low conversation, high conformity) are distinguished by commitment to 
open conversation between family members and collaborative decision making 
19. Laissez-faire- (low conversation, low conformity) tend to possess infrequent family 
member interaction and lack of family cohesion 
20. Consensual- (high conversation, high conformity) emphasize existing hierarchy while 
valuing conversational space to explore new ideas 
21. Protective- (low conversation, high conformity) value obedience to parents with little 
room for children to question them 
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FAMILY IMPACT 
The following helpful family impact information wiJI be introduced due to show how 
devastatingly serious this issue is. Not having the proper information to ·assist can hinder one 
from ultimately caring. Also these tips will be connected with following activities at the end of 
the unit to ensure a grasp of the knowledge. 
• Impact 
o Category - children 
• 
• 
• 
• 
While many of the risk factors children of incarcerated parents experience 
may be related to parental substance abuse, mental health, inadequate 
education, or other challenges, parental incarceration increases the risk of 
children living in poverty or experiencing household instability independent 
of these other problems. 
Parental incarceration is now recognized as an "adverse childhood 
experience" (ACE); it is distinguished from other adverse childhood 
experiences by the unique combination of trauma, shame, and stigma. 18 
Developmental State and Effect of Separation- Infancy 0-2 (impaired parent 
child bonding), early childhood 2-6 (inappropriate separation 
anxiety/impaired socioemotional development/acute traumatic stress), 
middle childhood 7-10 (poor self-concept/developmental 
regression/impaired ability to overcome traumatic stress in future events), 
early adolescence 11-14 (rejection of limits on behavior/trauma reactive 
behavior), late adolescence 15-18 (premature termination of parent 
dependency/intergenerational crime and incarceration) 
90% of children of incarcerated fathers living arrangements turn to the 
mother while one is incarcerated. 53% of children of incarcerated mothers 
living arrangements turn to the grandparents while one is incarcerated. 19 
18 Adopted from Rutgers University Camden 
19 Adopted from Families Left Behind 
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ACTIVITIES AND APPLICATION RELATED TO FAMILY 
Now that you have an understanding of some key concepts and definitions re]ated to family 
dynamics, we can tum to activities to help you appJy them in your interactions with loved ones 
of incarcerated individuals. 
In keeping with the flexibility and adaptability of this resource guide, you can implement these 
activities in a number of ways: 
Face-to-Face Facilitation: 
• Ability to complete immediately 
• One-on-one time with facilitator 
• Feedback and discussion immediately 
• Nonverbal cues can be assisted 
"Take Home" Activities: 
• Ability to be given to client 
• Interact with family or solo 
• Feedback and discussion at a later time 
• Gives more flexibility to client 
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Family Matters 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
demonstrate knowledge of how to support the family unit 
20 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish family 
communication skills. By the end of this resource guide activity 
individuals will be able to demonstrate knowledge of family managing 
tips. The target audience for an activity of this nature is intended for the 
purpose of an adult, teenager, or a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Face-to-Face 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing personal distress and would like emotional supportive communicative 
assistance for themselves) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Family System 
o Family Types 
o Conformity 
o Relationship Types 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Family Matters 
Practice imagining and describing your reactions about the followings situations that you might 
experience. Remember to focus on the facts and on how the situation makes you feel and how 
you could best express how you feel. 
1. You have a high conformity family orientation and feel ignored by your closest family 
members when mentioning a need to schedule a visitation, yet they always seem to 
have time for other conversations? 
c. I would feel. .. 
d. I would express my emotions in the following way ... 
2. You have a low conformity family orientation and feel ignored by your closest family 
members when mentioning a need to schedule a visitation, yet they always seem to 
have time for other conversations? 
a. I would feel. .. 
b. I would express my emotions in the following way ... 
3. You have a family member that has been incarcerated and now has become emotionally 
cutoff from yourself and most family; this truly hurts you because you have a dos bond 
with them and one other family member creating a triangle? 
a. I would feel. .. 
b. I would express my emotions in the following way ... 
4. Your own example-any time when you needed to express your support to another 
family member and a situation hinders it? 
a. I would feel... 
b. I would express my emotions in the following way ... 
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Self-Reflection Prompts 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
self-reflect and describe how to support family and an incarcerated loved 
one. 
20 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish family 
communicative skills. By the end of this resource guide activity individuals 
will be able to demonstrate family support and situational managing tips. 
The target audience for an activity of this nature is intended for the 
purpose of an adult, teenager, or a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having an emotional support self-
actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Self-disclosure 
o Family System 
o Defensive Communication 
o Conformity 
o Family Types 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Self-Reflection Prompts20 
l. Take some time and describe when you withheld information to avoid hurting or 
offending a family member. 
a) How did you weigh effectiveness, appropriateness and ethics? 
b) Is your family nuclear, step, extended, or single? 
c) What impact does that have? 
2. Take some time and describe how do you, as well as, your family prioritize amongst 
everyday decisions. 
a. How does your gender, personality, culture, status, and race influence how 
you prioritize? 
b. Is your family high/low conformity? 
c. What impact does that have? 
3. Take some time and describe a situation where you reacted defensively to a family 
member 
a) What were the results of your response? 
b} What can you do differently if this happens again? 
c) What impact does that have? 
20 Adapted from McCornack Instructor Manual 
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The Family Codes 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have a raised 
family awareness. 
20 minutes 
To know the proper terminology to use while going through certain 
situations is half of the battle. The purpose of this resource guide activity 
is to increase familiarity with family communication terms. Also it gives 
people some time to be introspective and to feel accomplished due to 
low difficulty. Plus, some people may not feel comfortable opening up 
about emotions, but this can be a general conversation starter or warm 
up activity that leads into the debriefing questions. The target audience 
for an activity of this nature is intended for the purpose of an adult, 
teenager. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having an emotional support self-
actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Triangles 
o Nuclear 
o Stepfamily 
o Family System 
o Conformity 
o Protective 
o Social 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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The Family Code21 
Instructions are as follows: 
• Write the letter for each number to solve the answer. 
I 2 3 -+ 5 6 7 8 lJ IO I I 12 13 I-+ 15 16 17 18 I lJ 20 21 22 23 2-+ 25 26 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP Q RST UVWXYZ 
A healthy three-person family relationship 20-18-9-1-14-7-12-5 
Traditional family structure 14-21-3-12-5-1-18 
Two separate families merge into one 19-20-5-16-6-1-13-9-12-25 
Seeing the family as an emotional unit 6-1-13-9-12-25-19-25-19-20-5-13 
Families that are similar/different as a unit 3-15-14-6-15-18-13-9-20-25 
Families that value obedience to parents 16-18-15-20-5-3-20-9-22-5 
Relationships that meet needs but lack closeness 19-15-3-9-1-12 
*Discussion after as follow: 
• When have you personally noticed or experienced any of these terms? 
• What did you get to learn about your family and yourself? 
2 1 Adapted from Exploring Emotions 2006 
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The Search for Family 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have a better 
familiarity with family terms. 
20 minutes 
To know the proper terminology to use while going through certain 
situations is half of the battle. The purpose of this resource guide activity 
is to increase familiarity with family communication terms. Also it gives 
people some time to be introspective and to feel accomplished due to 
low difficulty. Plus, some people may not feel comfortable opening up 
about emotions, but this can be a general conversation starter or warm 
up activity that leads into the debriefing questions. The target audience 
for an activity of this nature is intended for the purpose of an adult, 
teenager, or a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having an emotional support self-
actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Different Family Types 
o Social Relationships 
o Personal Relationships 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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The Search for Family22 
Instructions are as follows: 
• Find all hidden words listed below in word search puzzle below. Words can go forward, 
backwards or diagonal 
WORDBANK:TYPOLOGY,NUCLEAR,SEPARATED,STEPFAMIL Y,FAMIL YSYSTEM, TRIANGLES, 
DIFFERENTIATION,S/NGLE,MARRIED,EMOTIONALCUTOFF,EXTENDED,AUNT,UNCLE,MOTHER, 
BROTHER,S/STER,GRANDMOTHER,GRANDFATHER,NIECE,NEPHEW,INLAW 
M H H M A C M T p J G ws G y N C 
J z X E u u E R J X M E F N G H V 
M G A X N y T I D N F H p D 0 Z s 
A L H M T E s A EU I p B R L F p 
R R D 0 I K y NT C WE I Q 0 MT 
R E MT K u s GAL L N N F p H 
I T Q H T p y L R E s p L E y F 
E s L E p Q L EA A WV A NT V 
D I R R L T I s p R p WWL J B 
F s 0 Q Q F M VE U E X T E ND 
L D K WW F A p s A N E L G N I 
L C MD I F F E R E N T I A T I 
E C E I N G u REH T 0 R B N K 
WN G I J MI RE H T A F DNA 
WY L I MA F p E T s y D Z H J 
E M 0 T I 0 N AL C u T 0 F F R 
N WC s Q T X p E T E L C NU Q 
w p B Q G R A NDM 0 T H E R X 
* Discussion after as follow: 
• When have you personally experienced any of t hese family situations? 
• Which terms did you have to refer to the definition list ? 
• Did you learn anything? 
o Why? / How? 
22 Adapted from Exploring Emotions 2006 
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Paid Attention 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have a better 
familiarity with giving recognition within their family. 
30 minutes 
Everybody likes to be noticed for the good things they do. If parents can 
learn to recognize and reinforce the good things their children are doing, 
the children will find more opportunities to be positive. The purpose of 
this activity is to help parents reinforce positive behavior through praise 
by recognizing children for their good work. The target audience for an 
activity of this nature is intended for the purpose of an adult, teenager, 
or a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having an emotional support self-
actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Family System 
o Family Types 
o Conformity 
o Relationship Types 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
Discussion after as follow: 
• What were the awards names and who were they for? 
o Why? 
• How hard/easy was it to plan the activity? 
o Why? 
• After doing the activity what was the best th ing? 
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Paid Attention23 
Instructions are as follow: 
• After a family dinner, announce to the children it is Family Awards Night . 
o Each child is awarded a simple trophy (a can of soda pop) for their good works of 
the past week 
• Awards may be given for the following accomplishments: 
o sister support-gave a needed hug, helped with homework 
o generosity-saved for a sibling's birthday present 
o elbow grease-put the chain back on another's bike 
o fitness-turned off TV to go outside and exercise 
o patience-played with the baby 
o safety-helped younger children cross the street 
o self-starter-got up on their own for school 
• Children may also pitch in and find appropriate awards for each of their parents. You can 
get creative with the awards and offer something different every once in awhile, like a 
favorite box of cold cereal. 
23 Adapted from Helping Youth Succeed 2000 
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A Family System 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have better 
family communication and time management. 
60 minutes 
In order to keep connected as a family, it is helpful to know what is going 
on in everyone's lives! Keeping up-to-date on everyone's activities can 
help to understand each other. This activity will help families 
communicate clearly and coordinate schedules with one another. The 
target audience for an activity of this nature is intended for the purpose 
of an adult, teenager, or a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having an emotional support self-
actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Materials Needed 
o Large bulletin board 
o Thumb tacks or push pins 
o Pad of note paper 
o String 
o Pencil or pen 
o Calendar with large squares for writing schedules 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Family System 
o Family Types 
o Conformity 
o Relationship Types 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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A Family System24 
Instructions are as follow: 
Messages Section -
l. Remove the cover from a small spiral bound note tablet. 
2. Attach the back cover firmly to bulletin board. 
3. Wrap or tape some string around one end of a pen or pencil. 
4. Attach the other end firmly to the bulletin board. 
(The paper and pencil will now be handy for jotting down phone messages, tearing them off the 
pad and immediately attaching them to the bulletin board.} Discuss how to take telephone 
messages and stress how important it is. 
Numbers Section - Make a list of important phone numbers and post it on the bulletin board. 
Include: 
• Emergency numbers {prison center, police, fire, ambulance) 
• Doctors' and dentists' numbers 
• Parents' work numbers 
• The number of a person to call in an emergency 
• Names and phone numbers of child ren's friends 
• Names and phone numbers of relatives in other towns 
• School office number 
Calendar Section - Attach a calendar to the bulletin board. Make sure family members write 
down. Include: 
• Visitations 
• Court Dates 
• Meetings, 
• School appointments, 
• Errands 
• Etc .. 
Note Section - Attach a note pad and stick pins so phone messages and notes can be posted 
* Do not remove calendar, phone list, pencil, and note tablet from message 
center! 
Discussion after as follow: 
• Does the communication center bulletin board help with peace of mind and knowing 
where everyone is? 
• What worked about the communication center? What did not? 
24 Adapted from Helping Youth Succeed 2000 
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It's a Date 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
describe how to support any who may be dealing with an incarcerated 
loved one 
30 minutes- 1 hour 
Spending time together in family activities is a way of strengthening 
family ties and creating memorable family experiences. To make activities 
enjoyable for the whole family, it is important to plan them together. The 
purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish supportive 
communicative skills. (helping others help yourself) The target audience 
for an activity of this nature is intended for the purpose of an adult, 
teenager, or a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having an emotional support self-
actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Family System 
o Family Types 
o Conformity 
o Relationship Types 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
Discussion after as follow: 
• What was the date and who was it with? 
o Did the date make you feel closer to each other? 
• How hard/easy was it to plan the date that you both wanted to do? 
o Why? 
• After going on a date together what was the best thing? 
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It's a Date25 
Instructions are as follow: 
• As a family, sit down together and plan a date for each child and parent. 
o Is there someone that particularly needs your help? 
• Do something that both members enjoy and that does not exceed your budge 
o In two-parent families, parents can take turns going on dates with each child. 
o In single-parent families, the parent can take turns going on dates with each 
child or children can schedule dates with each other. 
• After planning these dates, schedule them on a calendar. 
o Once scheduled on the calendar, make sure that these dates maintain a high 
priority. 
• The date could be: 
o visiting a location 
o inviting them to your job 
o dinner and movie 
o volunteering together 
25 Adapted from Helping Youth Succeed 2000 
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Unit 3 
Communication - the human connection - is the key to personal 
and career success. 
Paul J . Meyer 
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The ABC's are •.. 
Attitude, 
Behavior, 
& Communication 
Gerald Chertavian 
UNIT 3: COMMUNICATION PREPARATION 
PREVIEW 
This is the third of the units in which we will establish fundamental communicative knowledge. 
Also it will establish some strategic interpersonal techniques that are related to keeping 
everyone able to properly communicate with incarcerated loved ones. Also, many tips will be 
acknowledged here, so moving forward different individuals can react to their situation in the 
most appropriate way. Concepts such as self-disclosure, conflict, listening, and supportive 
communication. Also in this section are specific tips to guide in choosing the proper form of 
communication such as mail, phone, or face-to-face visitation. Plus, a section of activities that 
cover the terminology and other communicative tips. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES UNIT 3: 
1. By the end of this unit participants will be able to define key terms in relation to 
communication patterns 
2. By the end of this unit participants will be able to show improved initial communication 
when involved with an incarcerated loved one 
3. By the end of this unit participants will be able to demonstrate knowledge of helpful 
communication patterns to implement in their interactions 
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KEY TERMS RELATING TO COMMUNICATION PREPARATION 
The following terms will be introduced due to being impactful on how individuals with 
incarcerated loved ones behave. Many of these individuals' experience certain initial 
communicative patterns that at times they cannot put into words. Not having the proper 
terminology to define certain variables being experienced can hinder the learning process and 
ultimately stop one from understanding what is happening. Also these terms that will be 
mentioned connect with the following activities at the end of the unit to ensure a grasp of the 
knowledge. 
1. Communication competence- interacting with individuals while being appropriate 
(following norms), effective (enables to achieve goals), and ethical (fair) 
a. Appropriateness- is the degree to which your communication matches 
situational, relational, and cultural expectations regarding how people should 
communicate. 
b. Effectiveness- is the ability to use communication to accomplish interpersonal 
goals. 
i. Self-presentational goals represent your desire for others to perceive you 
as a certain kind of person. 
ii. Instrumental goals are the practical things you want to achieve in a 
particular situation. 
iii. Relational goals represent the connections you want to cultivate with 
your communication partners. 
c. Treating others with respect is an ethical consideration. 
Understanding the concepts of communication competence is important for service 
providers and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because appropriateness and 
effectiveness are fundamental in good relationships (for example, a family member 
becoming incarcerated may struggle to find the correct words, situations, or reason to 
communicate; having family know how would help.) 
2. Self-concept - your overall perception of who you are 
a. Self-fulfilling prophecies- predictions about future outcomes that lead us to 
behave in ways that increase the likelihood of that same predicted outcome. 
b. Looking glass self- how we see others seeing us 
Understanding self-concept is important for service providers and the loved ones of 
incarcerated individuals because self-fulfilling prophecies are impactful on incarcerated 
loved ones (for example, a family member becoming incarcerated may struggle have 
positive outlooks; having family know how to assist them would help.) 
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3. Self-esteem - the overall value that we assign to ourselves 
a. self-discrepancy theory- suggests that your self-esteem is determined by how 
you think about yourself along the lines of two standards 
i. standard 1- your ideal self 
ii. standard 2- your ought self 
Understanding self-esteem is important for service providers and the loved ones of 
incarcerated individuals because how you view yourself is fundamental in good 
relationships (for example, a family member becoming incarcerated may in the early 
stages have low self-esteem; having information on how to adjust the self-esteem would 
help.) 
4. Self-disclosure - revealing private information about yourself to others 
a. In any culture, people vary widely in the degree to which they self-disclose. 
b. People across cultures differ in their self-disclosure. 
c. People disclose more quickly, broadly, and deeply when interacting online than 
face-to-face. 
d. Self-disclosure appears to promote mental health and relieve stress. 
e. Women disclose more than do men, and both genders are more willing to 
disclose 
to female than male recipients 
Understanding self-disclosure is important for service providers and the loved ones of 
incarcerated individuals because this helps to build positive ongoing relationships (for 
example, a family member becoming incarcerated may struggle to self-disclose all 
situations in the early stage; having family know how to navigate this situation would 
help avoid complete emotional cutoff.) 
5. Conflict- is a transactional process between people who perceive incompatible goals, 
scarce resources, or interference in achieving their objectives 
7 Types of Conflict 
a. Blow up 
b. Civil 
c. Deja vu 
d. Indirect 
e. Mock 
f. Sarcastic 
g. Silent Treatment 
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4 Types of Conflict Management 
a. Avoiding- ignore or communicate ambiguously 
a. Skirting 
b. Sniping 
c. Pseudo-conflict 
b. Accommodating- person abandons his/her own goals for another person's 
c. Competing- confronting others and pursuing your own goals 
a. Escalation 
b. Sudden-death 
c. Secrets 
d. Collaborating- conflict treated as mutual problem solving challenge 
a. Open 
b. Equal 
c. Solution focused 
d. Respectful 
Understanding the concepts of conflict is important for service providers and the loved 
ones of incarcerated individuals because the managing of these situations is fundamental 
in good relationships (for example, a family member becoming incarcerated may 
experience multiple conflicts; having family, having information to learn to manage it 
would help.) 
6. Listening- is a primary skill in that it is the first communication skill developed, as weIJ 
as the most frequently used communication skill in adult life 
5 stages 
a. Receiving- is seeing visual input and hearing auditory input 
i. Impacted by ... 
1 . Environment 
2. Psychological 
3. Physical 
b. Attending- consist of devoting attention to the information received 
i. Can improve by ... 
1. Increase awareness 
2. Notice when to listen carefully 
3. Raise your attention level 
4. Mental bracketing 
c. Understanding- involves interpreting the meaning comparing present and past 
i. Short Term Memory 
ii. Long Term Memory 
d. Responding- clearly and constructively providing feedback 
i. Feedback 
e. Recalling- remembering information after it is received 
i. Accurate recall depends on the quality of the early stages of listening 
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ii. Listening is a skilJ that can be improved to serve our interest and the 
interest of better relationships with others 
4 styles 
a. Action Oriented 
a. To the point, accurate messages 
b. Information useable for decision making 
b. Time Oriented 
a. Brief 
b. Concise encounters 
c. People Oriented 
a. Establish commonalities 
d. Content Oriented 
a. Intellectual challenge 
Understanding the concepts of listening is important for service providers and the loved 
ones of incarcerated in.di viduals because of how much impact it can have (for example, a 
family member becoming incarcerated may struggle to find the correct words, situations, 
or reason to communicate; so when they do they need individuals that know how to 
listen.) 
7. Nonverbal- intentional or unintentional transmission of meaning through an individual's 
nonspoken physical and behavioral cues 
a. Kinesics 
b. 90% of communication is nonverbal (this is where the message comes 
c. Gender influences nonverbal communication; knowledge of these differences 
can be used to improve your nonverbal ability. 
i. Be aware that men may prefer greater conversational distance and a less 
direct gaze than women. 
ii. During encounters with women, be sensitive to their likely preference for 
direct gaze and frequent eye contact. 
Understanding nonverbal communication is important for service providers and the 
loved ones of incarcerated individuals because of how much impact it can have (for 
example, a family member becoming incarcerated may struggle to find the correct words 
so the communication happens thru nonverbal. When they do they need individuals that 
know how to rad nonverbal signals.) 
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9. Supportive Communication- sharing messages that express emotional support and offer 
personal assistance26 
a. Sympathy 
i. For example, being sympathetic to your incarcerated loved one while 
having a visitation or phone call could include such phrases as "I 
understand." or "I can see what you mean." 
b. Support 
i. For example, being supportive to your incarcerated loved one while 
having a visitation or phone call could include such phrases as "I fully 
support..." or "You are not alone." 
Enacted, Received, Perceived 
c. Encourage Expressiveness 
i. For example, being encouraging to your incarcerated loved one while 
having a visitation or phone call could include such phrases as "You can 
do .. . ", "Don't give up.", or "You are a strong person." 
d. Supportive Messages 
i. For example, using supportive messages with your incarcerated loved 
one at any time can consist of specific person-centered lines such as 
"(insert name), anything you need or want I'm here," or "(insert name), 
the progression you have made is great" or "I really want to help out 
however I can" 
Example through excerpt from (Prison Talk Forum)27 
MizzyMuffling - Today is one of those days where I can literally feel my heart aching for 
my man. It's not the long distance but the fact that I/we don't know if he will get out. 
Shotgun_mama - I can relate my hubby has 7 years 6 months to go and everyday is 
rollercoaster he calls once a day and we write but I hate it.. .. 
Jen1220 - I completely understand that. I feel the same way. My LO was railroaded by his 
ex-wife so here we are waiting for his appeal to hopefully have his charges overturned or 
at the very least get less time. 
Understanding the concepts of supportive communication is important for service 
providers and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because support is fundamental 
in good relationships (for example, a family member becoming incarcerated may be hard 
to understand for some family although through support one can show sympathy. 
26 Adapted from MacGeorge (2003) 
27 Adapted from Prison Talk (2016) 
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8. Defensive communication (Barriers)- involves incompetent messages that are delivered 
in response to suggestions, criticism, or perceived slights28 
a. Dogmatic- dismiss suggestions for improvement and refuse to see other views 
b. Superiority- speaker suggest having special knowledge, ability, or status 
c. Indifference- implies that the suggestion being offered is irrelevant 
d. Control- seek to hinder suggestions by controlling others 
Understanding the concepts of defensive communication is important for service 
providers and the loved ones of incarcerated individuals because of how often it 
happens. (for example, a family member becoming incarcerated may shut down 
communicatively; so when they do they need individuals that know how to counteract 
this. 
28 Adopted from Mccornack instructor Manual (20 l 0) 
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COMMUNICATION TIPS 
The following helpful communication tips will be introduced due to being impactful on how 
individuals, parents, and families with incarcerated loved ones. Not having the proper helpful 
tips and advice to assist can hinder the supportive process and ultimately stop one from caring. 
Also these tips will be connected with following activities at the end of the unit to ensure a grasp 
of the knowledge. 
• Message Types 
a. Expressive message- directly convey what you think and feel so that others 
know 
b. Conventional message- emphasize the achievement of goals in a given situation 
c. Rhetorical message- attempt to talk about situation, express empathy, offer 
specific solutions, and open doors to negotiation 
• Helping Communicate 
o Cateqory-mail/writinq29 
• Letters are a valuable tool for communication between children and their 
prisoner parents. Letters to and from children can provide an opportunity 
to share feelings without fear of judgment or shame. 
• Some children can better express their anger and hurt in writing and 
drawing-clearing the way for a closer relationship in the future. 
o Cateqory-phone/visit3° 
• Do things "together-apart." Read the same book, plan to watch the same 
TV show, do amateur astronomy and watch for changes in the moon or 
stars 
• Ask about topics like the weather, sports and music. These are part of the 
everyday lives of most 
• Why Communicate 
o maintain 
• Individuals in prison can talk with their families about their experiences 
in a way that can decrease guilt and feelings of responsibility. Parents in 
prison can help their children feel worthy and loved 
• Maintaining contact through visits, phone, and mail is also import.ant to 
prepare the incarcerated loved ones to be re-united with the family upon 
release 
29 Adopted from Children of Prisoners Library Sample 
30 Adopted from Staying Connected and Strong 
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ACTIVITIES AND APPLICATION RELATED TO FAMILY 
Now that you have an understanding of some key concepts and definitions related to emotions, 
we can turn to activities to help you apply them in your interactions with loved ones of 
incarcerated individuals. 
In keeping with the flexibility and adaptability of this resource guide, you can implement these 
activities in a number of ways: 
Face-to-Face Facilitation: 
• Ability to complete immediately 
• One-on-one time with facilitator 
• Feedback and discussion immediately 
• Nonverbal cues can be assisted 
''Take Home" Activities: 
• Ability to be given to client 
• Interact with family or solo 
• Feedback and discussion at a later time 
• Gives more flexibility to client 
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Communication Channels 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
self-reflect and describe how to communicate productively to an 
incarcerated loved one. 
20 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish incarceration 
communicative skills. By the end of this resource guide activity individuals 
will be able to demonstrate support and situational managing tips. The 
target audience for an activity of this nature is intended for the purpose 
of an adult or teenager. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having a self- actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Listening 
o Defensive Communication 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Communication Channels31 
Directions: 
Consider an incarcerated loved one in which you're initiating communication 
about each of the situations below. Rank each approach where 5= The best way to relate 
this communication and 1 = Absolutely NOT a way to relate this communication. 
a. You need to apologize for a fight that you started the last time you were together before 
the incarceration. 
Have a face-to-face conversation 
_ Talk by telephone 
Write a note 
b. You want to bring up an issue to your incarcerated partner about somethings/he' s done while 
being in the correctional facility. 
Have a face-to-face conversation 
_ Talk by telephone 
Write a note 
c. You want to the children to express their gratitude to your incarcerated partner (the 
children's incarcerated parent) for still being a good individual. 
Have a face-to-face conversation 
_ Talk by telephone 
Write a note 
d. You want to make future plans for the family as a whole and it impacts the incarcerated 
loved one. 
Have a face-to-face conversation 
_ Talk by telephone 
Write a note 
31 Adapted from McCornack Instructor Manual 2010 
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Self-Reflection Prompts 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
self-reflect and describe how to communicate productively to an 
incarcerated loved one. 
20 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish family 
communicative skills. By the end of this resource guide activity individuals 
will be able to demonstrate family support and situational managing tips. 
The target audience for an activity of this nature is intended for the 
purpose of an adult or teenager. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having a self- actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Attachment Style 
o Self-concept 
o Self-esteem 
o Self-awareness 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Self-Reflection Prompts32 
1. Take some time and describe one or more of the attachment styles you are most 
comfortable and familiar with. 
a) Provide an example of a current relationship? 
b) Provide an example of a past relationship? 
c) What impact does that have? 
2. Take some time and describe a positive or negative label that has affected how you see 
yourself 
a. What impact does the label have on your self concept? 
b. How do you present yourself in relationships? 
c. What impact does that have? 
3. Take some time and describe the differences between self-awareness, self-concepts, 
and self esteem 
a) What impact does that have? 
32 Adapted from Mccornack Instructor Manual 2010 
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Listening Prompts 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
Delivery Method: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will be able to 
self-reflect and describe how to listen productively to an incarcerated 
loved one. 
20 minutes 
The purpose of this resource guide activity is to establish family 
communicative skills. By the end of this resource guide activity individuals 
will be able to demonstrate support and situational managing tips with 
listening. The target audience for an activity of this nature is intended for 
the purpose of an adult or teenager. 
Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having a self- actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Listening 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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Listening Prompts33 
1. What are some situations where listening can be especially challenging for you? 
a) Provide an example of a current relationship? 
b) Provide an example of a past relationship? 
c) What impact does that have? 
2. Whom in your life do you consider an effective listener? What is most important in 
helping you understand why the person is effective? 
a) What impact does the label have on your listening? 
b) What impact does that have? 
3. What is one situation, relationship, or subject in your life when you are prone to 
ineffective listening? What is one idea that you can apply to prevent ineffective 
listening? 
a) What impact does that have? 
33 Adapted from Mccornack Instructor Manual 2010 
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The Communication Code 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have a raised 
communicative pattern awareness. 
20 minutes 
To know the proper terminology to use while going through certain 
situations is half of the battle. The purpose of this resource guide activity 
is to increase familiarity with communication preparation terms. Also it 
gives people some time to be introspective and to feel accomplished due 
to low difficulty. Plus, some people may not feel comfortable opening up 
about emotions, but this can be a general conversation starter or warm 
up activity that leads into the debriefing questions. The target audience 
for an activity of this nature is intended for the purpose of a teenager, or 
a child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method : Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having a self- actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Secure 
o Listening 
o Anxious 
o Recalling 
o Self-Concept 
o Conflict 
o Competing 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
o Ask if there are questions 
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The Communication Code34 
Instructions are as follows: 
• Write the letter for each number to solve the answer. 
I 2 3 -+ 5 6 7 8 lJ I() I I 12 13 I-+ 15 16 17 18 19 2() 21 22 23 2-+ 25 26 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP Q RST UVWXYZ 
Attachment style that is highly affectionate and responsive 19-5-3-21-18-5 
Primary and first communication skill 
Attachment style that has inconsistent attention 
Remembering information 
Overall perception of who you are 
Transactional process between people 
Pursing your own goals while confronting others 
*Discussion after as follow: 
12-9-19-20-5-14-9-14-7 
1-14-24-9-15-21-19 
18-5-3-1-12-12-9-14-7 
19-5-12-6-3-15-14-3-5-16-20 
3-15-14-6-12-9-3-20 
3-15-13-16-5-20-9-14-7 
• When have you personally noticed or experienced any of these terms? 
• What did you get to learn about your communication patterns? 
34 (Adapted from Exploring Emotion 2006) 
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The Search for Communication Patterns 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have a better 
familiarity with communication preparation terms. 
20 minutes 
To know the proper terminology to use while going through certain 
situations is half of the battle. The purpose of this resource guide activity 
is to increase familiarity with communication terms. Also it gives people 
some time to be introspective and to feel accomplished due to low 
difficulty. Plus, some people may not feel comfortable opening up about 
emotions, but this can be a general conversation starter or warm up 
activity that leads into the debriefing questions. The target audience for 
an activity of this nature is intended for the purpose of a teenager, or a 
child with some assistance. 
Delivery Method: Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having a self- actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key terms to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Conflict 
o Self esteem 
o Listening 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
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The Search for Communication Patterns 
Instructions are as follows: 
• Find all hidden words listed below in word search puzzle below. Words can go forward, 
backwards or diagonal 
Word Bank: appropriateness, effectiveness, self concept, self esteem, self 
disclosure, confl ict , civil, mock, sarcastic, deja vu, avoiding, collaborat ing, 
listening, reca lling, nonverbal, dogmatic, anxious, rhetorica l, secure 
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V 0 N F H Q s T L K A A 0 E 0 
N C q L R F 0 C J C V K u 
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The Self-Fulfilling Skit 
Objective: 
Time: 
Rationale: 
Delivery Method: 
At the end of this resource guide activity the individuals will have a better 
familiarity with self-fulfilling prophecy. 
20 minutes 
To know the proper terminology to use while going through certain 
situations is half of the battle. The purpose of this resource guide activity 
is to increase familiarity with positive talk for negative self-fulfilling 
situations. The target audience for an activity of this nature is intended 
for the purpose of an adult, teenager, or a child with some assistance. 
Take Home 
Instructions for Facilitator: (this will be given to any family member that may come into your 
facility experiencing family distress and could benefit from having a self- actualization activity) 
• Provide handout (on the following page) to the client 
• Cover the handout 
• Review the following key term to prepare to facilitate this activity: 
o Self-fulfilling Prophecy 
• Ask the participant to complete 
• Ask the participant to share their answers 
• Debrief 
o Review 
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The Self-Fulfilling Skit 
I. Perfectionism: settling for nothing short of perfection in your behavior or a situation 
"I missed the exit to make it to the facility 11 ·hen I wanted to. Otherwise, l 11·01,tld have heen early 
not harley on time.·· 
"I'm going to have to start writinp, this teller all over. The middle part r~f'the page has an ink 
scratch on it. " 
2. Mind-reading/Fortune-telling Error: arbitrarily concluding that a person is reacting 
negat ively toward you or anticipating a negative outcome 
"I don't belong in prison. This sentence is ioing to be miserable." 
"I can tell that the correctfrmal officer (CO) cw1 't stand me." 
3. Awfulizing: exaggerating the outcome of a negative situation 
"I can't believe I said that to the judge at sentencinf!,! " 
"The clothes I was wearing 'rvere not to code. The 1rhole visitation was a cutastrophe. ·· 
-l. DisguaJifying the Positive: explaining away positive experiences or messages 
" You ·re just relling me ere1)'thing 11'ill be okay because we 're family. " 
·' /ncarceration is a piece of cake: anyone can do this ~f theyjust do their time.'' 
5. Self-labeling: attaching negative descriptions to yourself 
"I 'm a criminal." 
"I'm a terrible person." 
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Unit4 
"One of the most misunderstood natural resources is 
communication" 
-Anonymous-
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UNIT 4: RESOURCES 
PREVIEW 
This is the final unit in which we will describe some of the places that have the resource guide 
and resource manual. Also within this list will be organizations and groups that work specifically 
with families and incarcerated individuals. Included in this section there are some online 
resources that contain biogs and safe communities already established to network and share 
ideas. After reviewing the list of resources please feel free to contact the organization and ask 
for assistance in any of the mentioned associated areas. 
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Robinson Correctional Center 
David Rains, Warden 
Minimum Security Adult Male 
**Population: 1,198 
Facility Address 
Business Mail: 
13423 East 1150th Avenue 
Robinson, IL 62454 
Inmate Mail: 
Inmate Name & IDOC# 
13423 East 1150th Avenue 
Robinson, IL 62454 
Phone: (6 18) 546-5659 
Fax: (618) 544-2166 
Volunteer Services: 
• Literacy Volunteers 
Other: 
Life Skills, Anger Management, Incarcerated Veterans Transition Program, Leisure Time 
Activity, Library Services, Community Work Crews, Transitions, Job Preparation, Parole 
School, Lifestyle Redirection, Parenting, Domestic Violence, Orientation for New 
Offenders, Reentry Summit 
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Decatur Correctional Center 
Shelith Hansbro, Warden 
Minimum Security Female 
**Population: 752 
Facility Address 
Business Mail: 
2310 East Mound Road 
P.O. Box 3066 
Decatur, IL 62524 
Inmate Mail: 
Inmate Name & !DOC# 
P.O. Box 3066 
Decatur, IL 62524 
Phone: (2 17) 877-0353 
Fax: (2 17) 875-6539 
Volunteer Services: 
• Mom & Me Summer Camp 
• Mom & Me Mother's Day 
• Project Storybook 
• Project READ 
• Religious Services 
• Tutoring 
Other: 
• Parenting, Youthful Offender Counselor, Youthful Offender Support Group, Life Skills, 
Geri-Active Program, Anger Management, Lifestyle Redirection, Healing Through a 
Positive Self-Image 
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Kim Butler I Chief of Programs & Support 
Services 
Kimberly Butler was named chjef of Programs and Support Services effective April 16, 2016. 
She most recently served as warden of Menard Correctional Center. 
Scope of Responsibilities: 
• Office of Adult Education and Vocational Services 
• Vo lunteer Services 
• Women and Family Services 
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TRAC -Taking Responsibility and Changing 
The TRAC Program takes place immediately following orientation at a parent facility. This 
program is designed to help offenders focus on their goals and enter productive programming 
while incarcerated which will enhance their opportunity reenter society successfully. The 
program consists of 15 hours of introductory instruction on topics such as criminality, substance 
abuse, behavior modification, relationships and family strengthening, employment, education, 
health & wellness and goal setting. 
http~://www. i 11 i nois. gov/idoc/programs/Pages/defaul t .aspx 
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Jail Brakers 
PO box 404 
Woodstock 60098 
224-422-7431 
jailbrakers@gmail.com 
http://www.jail-brakers.org/ 
Support for children and families impacted by incarceration. Offers individual and family 
support group, gas cards for family visits, and community presentations and events. 
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Prison Talk 
The PrisonTalk On line web community was conceived in a prison cell, designed in a halfway 
house, and funded by donations from families of ex-offenders, to bring those with an interest in 
the prisoner support community a forum in which their issues and concerns may be addressed by 
others in ~imi lar circumstances and beliefs. 
http://www.prisonlalk.com/ 
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Resources ( continued) 
Robinson Correctional Center 
Phone: (618) 546-5659 
Fax: (618) 544-2166 
Volunteer Services: 
• Literacy Volunteers 
Other: Life Skills, Anger Management, Incarcerated Veterans 
Trans ition Program, Leisure Time Activity, Library Services, 
Community Work Crews, Transitions, Job Preparation, Parole 
School, Lifestyle Redirection, Parenting, Domestic Vio lence, 
Orientation for New Offenders, Reentry Summit 
Decatur Correctional Center 
Phone: (217) 877-0353 
Fax: (217) 875-6539 
Volunteer Services: 
• Mom & Me Summer Camp 
• Mom & Me Mother's Day 
• Project Storybook 
• Project READ 
• Religious Services 
• Tutoring 
Other: Parenting, Youthful Offender Counselor, Youthful 
Offender Support Group, life Ski lls, Geri-Active Program, 
Anger Management, lifestyle Redirection, Healing Through a 
Positive Self-Image 
Kim Butler 
Current Chief of Programs and Support Service in Illinois 
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loved ones of incarcerated 
individuals experience complex 
emotions. This section covers 
vocabulary related to emotions and 
emotion management and includes 
an assessment of emotional wellness. 
Families function as a system, and 
incarceration affects that system. 
This section covers how 
incarceration affects various 
members of a family, especially 
children. 
Communication skills can help 
manage the stresses that loved ones 
of incarcerated individuals 
experience. This section covers key 
communication concepts like self-
disclosure and conflict. 
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•I 
Introduction 
This Family Guide Booklet is informative with definitions, useful 
ccnnml1111ec1tive ttps, and engaging <1ctivities. All of this assist in 
the ,1bility to interact with mcarcerated loved ones. The overall 
purpose of this booklet is tu be a useful gathering of information 
ready to be used and completed with no assistance. This F.-1mily 
Guide Booklet has plenty covered and can lead to more 
interaction and informat10n (from the liaison). The need tor a 
family communicative resource guide 1s there and this can help 
by putting torth a surplus of knowledge 111 an interactive manner. 
"The want and need to be connected or supported by 
other people for meeting our social, emotional, 
intellectual, physical and spiritual needs is present in 
each uf us. Some express more openly and with words 
while others may be more unexpressive or display the 
want and need to be connected in a different manner. 
The best place for most people to form these 
connecuons and meet these needs is through family." -
From "Helping Youth Succeed" 
Qu1tk 1·.al't, 
• More than 2.7 million children in the U.S. have an 
incarcerated pd rent. Thc1t 1s 1 in 28 children. 
• More than 120,000 incarcerated motherc; and 1.1 
million incarcerated fathers are parents of minor 
children 
Resources 
Jail Brakers 
224-422-7431 
jailbrakers@gmail.com 
Support for children and families impacted by 
incarceration. Offers individua l and fam ily support group, 
gas cards for family visits, and community presentations 
and events. 
http://www.jai l-brakers.org/ 
TRAC - Taking Responsibility and Changing 
The TRAC Program takes place immediately fo llowing 
orientation at a parent faci li ty. This program is designed to 
help offenders focus on their goals and enter productive 
programming while incarcerated which will enhance their 
opportunity reenter society successfully. 
https ://www.illinois.gov/idoc/programs/Pages/default.aspx 
Prison Talk 
The Prison Talk community is an online group for a 
numerous number of different subjects such as: 
incarcerated parents and children, loving an inmate, 
building and maintain relationships, all the way to marriage 
counseling. 
http://www.prisontalk.com/forums/ 
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Listening Prompts 
1. What are some s ituations where listening can be 
especially challenging fo r you? 
2. Whom in your life do you consider an effective listener? 
What is most important in helping you understand why 
the person is effective? 
3. What is one situation, relationship, or subject in your life 
when you are prone to ineffective listening? What is one 
idea that you can apply to prevent ineffective listening? 
Emotional Impact 
Loved ones of incarcerated individuals experience a variety 
of emotions. Knowing more about the relationship between 
emotions and communication can help individuals better 
understand and manage their emotions. 
The primary emotions that people of all cultures experience are: 
joy, surprise, anger, disgust, sadness, and fear. 
u=;; 
0 
Which of these primary emotions have you 
experienced since your loved one was incarcerated? 
Cr)) Chanees in our emotions can lead to chanees in our 
{/ actions and behaviors. So. what can we do to better 
o understand and manaee our emotions? 
5 
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How to Manage Your Emotions 
Let's learn some strategies for managing emotions internally. 
interpersonally. and communally. 
lnte rnally: A lot of' our emotion management lakes place 
internally, as we talk things through in our minds and reflect on 
how we feel. Internal emotion managemem isn't seen by anyone 
else. But, for it to be effective, you have to make self-rellection a 
habit. 
\ I I 
'cf 
-'el - Self-reflection can provide insight into otherwise "hidden" personal areas. 
Inte rpersonally: Don't hesitate to have a sil clown to ask others 
you know and trust for help. Often, your family and friends may 
want lo be supµortive but aren't sure how to approach you. Unlike 
death c1nd divorce, there arc no social rules or rituals for others to 
follow. It's up to you to set the Lone. 
\ I I 
.'(>'. Emotions should never be bollled up. Call someone you 
'e{ trust and discuss what you an.• feeling. 
Communally: Live your life! You hc1ve a life to lead on "the 
outside" - it may include children, your home, job or religious 
commu111ry - stay involved and find jo_y where you can .. _ 
\ I I 
'(>' 
-'el-
Seek out and connect with people who are in the same 
situalion as you, they know what you arc going through 
maybe you can even share resources (baby sit, carpool. etc.) 
5l'lf·Reflection Prompt~ 
1. Take some time and describe one or more of the conflict 
types you are comfortable and familiar with. 
a. Provide an example in a current relationship? 
b. Provide an example in a past relationship? 
c. What impact does that have? 
2. Take some time and describe a positive or negative label 
that has affected how you show support. 
a. What impact does this also have on your self-
disclosure? 
3. Take some time and describe the different conflict 
management styles you have used. 
a. What impact does that have on the relationship? 
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Communication Channels 
Directions: Consider an incarcerated loved one in which you're 
initiating communication about each of the situations below. 
Rank each approach where 5= The best way to relate 
this communication and 1 = Absolutely NOT a way to relate this 
communication. 
a. You need to apologize for a fight that you started the last time 
you were together before the incarceration. 
Have a face-to-face conversation 
_ Talk by telephone 
Write a note 
b. You want to bring up an issue to your incarcerated partner 
about somethings/he's done while being in the correctional 
facility. 
Have a face-to-face conversation 
_ Talk by telephone 
Write a note 
c. You want to the children to express their gratitude to your 
incarcerated partner (the children's incarcerated parent) for still 
being a good individual. 
Have a face-to-face conversation 
_ Talk by telephone 
Write a note 
d. You want to make future plans for the family as a whole and it 
impacts the incarcerated loved one. 
_ Have a face-to-face conversation 
_ Talk by telephone 
Write a note 
How is Your Emotional WPlln1•,, 1 
Rate your level of agreement with each of the statements below 
using the following scale: 7 - Strongly Agree, 6 - Agree, 5 -
Slightly Agree, 4 - Neither Agree nor Disagree, 3 - Slightly 
Disagree, 2 - Disagree, 1- Strongly disagree. 
__ I feel satisfied with who I am and where I am in my life 
__ I refuse to allow regrets and disappointments cloud "today" 
__ I feel a strong sense of connection with others and do not feel 
isolated 
__ I tend to think rationally and optimistically 
__ I do not hold onto grudges and can forgive others for not meeting 
my expectations 
__ I feel a great sense of control over my emotions, thoughts and 
feelings 
__ I have a healthy sense of humor and can laugh at life's 
imperfections 
__ I feel more gratitude on how my life is now rather than focus on 
what's lacking 
Total your score here: ___ _ 
Emotional Wellness Range: 
• 51-56 Emotional wellness is extraordinary 
• 46- SO High level of emotional wellness 
• 40-46 Moderate level of emotional wellness 
• 32-39 Emotional wellness needs some boosting 
• 24-31 Emotional wellness is posing problems fo r optimal 
health - needs work 
• 16-23 Needs improvement. Actively work on improving your 
emotional wellness. 
• Below 15 Danger zone. Seek help from loved ones and 
professional providers to improve your emotional wellness. 
7 
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F a111 i I y Cc> 111111 u 11 i c'-:i ti Cl 11 
Family members of incarcerated individuals are 
impacted by many different situations. Having more 
information about family types and communication 
patterns within families can assist individuals to better 
understand the changes and challenges that result from 
incarceration. 
rtw 1,·,11111ly !\, 1\ \y'i{t•m 
There are many different types of families ranging from 
nuclear (traditional - two parents and at least one child), 
single parent, blended (two families that joined after a 
separation or divorce and include step-parents and 
children), and extended (includes non-parental relatives). 
Families, like an ecosystem or a system in your body like the 
digestive system, are connected so that a change in one part 
affects other parts of the system. No matter what type of 
fami ly you have, the incarceration of a loved one will affect 
all parts of your family system. 
1) 
0 
!low would you dcrtne and describe your family? How has 
the incarceration ol a loved one affected you? How has it 
affected other parts or your family system? 
Conflict Management 
Conflict is a process, meaning it is ongoing and changing. 
Co nfli ct happens between two or more individuals who have 
different opinions on either goals, resources, or in achieving 
their objectives. 
Iypes of Conflict: 
Blow Up- is a sudden eruption, involving a heated exchange 
Civil- is conflict occurring as a calm, rational discussion 
Sarcastic- is snipping and it is hostile 
Silent Treatment- occurs when one partner maintains 
silence across two or more exchanges 
Conflict Management refers to limiting negative outcomes 
of conflict and increasing the positive outcomes 
Avoiding- occurs when one ignores or communicates 
ambiguously about the situation 
Accommodating- occurs when a person abandons his or her 
own goals and acquiesces to the desi res of the other person 
Competing-involves confronting others and pursuing your 
own goals to the exclusion of the others' goals and needs 
Compromising- occurs when one is both assertive and 
cooperative 
Collaborating- treats conflict as a mutual problem-solving 
challenge rather than something that must avoided, 
accommodated, or competed over 
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Supportive Communication is sharing messages that 
express emotional support and ofter personal assistance. 
Useful Methods: 
Sympathy- is closely connected with emotional support and 
is described as feeling for another person's situation 
Support- is closely connected with esteem and is known as 
giving another person assistance 
Encourage Expressiveness- is closely connected with 
networking support and is defined by promoting genuine 
involvement in conversation 
Supportive Messages- is closely connected with 
informational support and is commonly known as 
communication with intent of benefiting another person 
Example: (Prison Talk Forum) 
MizzyMujJling - Today is one of those days where I can literally 
feel mv heart aching for mv man. It's not the /0119 distance but 
the fact that I/we don't know if he will get out 
Shotgun_mama - I can relate my hubby has 7 years 6 months to 
go and eve,yday is rol/ercoaster he calls once a day and we 
write but I hate it ... 
jen1220 - I completely understand that. I feel the same wav. My 
LO was railroaded by his ex-wife so here we are waiting for his 
appeal to hopefully have his charges overturned or at the ve,y 
least get less time. 
familae, and Emotion, 
A common challenge faced by people who have an 
incarcerated loved one is managing the emotional cut-off that 
comes with separation. 
6?) 
0 
How have you and your family cxpcri e ncccl emotiona l cut-
off? What can you clo to support and help each other? 
Effects of Separation at Various Deve lopmental Sta2es 
Infancy (0-2): Impaired parent child bonding 
Early Childhood (2-6): Separation anxiety, impaired socio-
emotional development 
Middle Childhood (7-10): Poor self-concept, impaired ability to 
overcome traumatic stress in future events 
Early Adolescence (11-14): Rejection of limits on behavior. 
increase in reactive behavior 
late Adolescence {15-18): Premature termination of parent 
dependency, perpetuation of cycle of crime and incarceration 
While many different factors can lead to separation and 
related negative effects, parental incarceration increases the 
risk of children Jiving in poverty or experiencing household 
instability independent of these other factors. 
9 
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ramihe, .uul < omn111nu.at1u11 
The following activities can help improve communication in 
your family system. 
Create a Family Communication Cente r 
\ I I 
'cY 
-'s-
Get a cork or marker board or designate anolher place as 
your family communication center. Put important numbers 
here, note the dales lhal you plan on visiting your 
incarcerated loved on<.•, and have a space where family 
members can leave supportive messages or notes for each 
olhc1. 
Offe r Extra Support and Recognition 
\ I I 
,n , 
-'s-
Make a communication norm ot recognizing each other for 
small ancl large accomplishments or positive qualities and 
behaviors. You rould givt• each other "awards" for things 
like. "Most GL•nerous." "Mosl Patient," "Earned an A." and 
"Best H uggcr." 
Schedule Quality Family Time Togethe r 
Schedule "family time" or "date nights" with each other. 
This could be the whole family or the parent or caregiver 
could schedule a separate date night with each child. Do 
something fun! 
----
Communication is 
Key 
Communication with incarcerated individuals is impacted by 
various preparatory skills. Gaining knowledge on 
communication preparation and conflict can assist individuals 
to better interact with others. 
l'he Communication Proc·es'-
Communication is a process, meaning it is always working and 
changing. Communication doesn't stop. The communication 
process is driven by self-disclosure, listening, and feedback. 
Self-disclosure refers to the act of revealing private or unknown 
information about you to another person. There is a lot of variation 
in how and why people self-disclose. Some people tend to disclose 
more while others keep more to themselves. Some people open up 
more in person while others open up more in written or electronic 
communication. 
Listening is also a process and a skill. Listening is a process 
because we hear info rmation and interpret it to make 
meaning. Listening is a skill because it's something that w e 
can improve with knowledge and practice. 
,n, 
-'s- A good listener will encourage and support the 
disclosures of others a nd o ffer good feedback. One of 
the ways we can offer good feedback is through 
supportive communication. 
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